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Established in more than two decades back, Daffodil Family is one of the largest, promising, experienced and reliable ICT conglomerates, software developers and premiere education providers in Bangladesh. Today, Daffodil has about 35 members in its family. By making teamwork a foundation of our culture with its motto “Today, Tomorrow and beyond”, Daffodil Family has bridged creativity, integrity, innovation, dedication, transparency, accountability to strengthen its services and support from grass-roots level to global arena. We are the vibrant hub for learning and technology, a hotbed for research on the most important disciplines.

We have long cherished trustworthiness which works as the backbone of our corporate activities. We made Daffodil as your friendly partner that extensively contributes to society. Daffodil Family endeavors to educate a new generation of leaders who are capable of shaping the future with vision, upheld entrepreneurship spirit to develop young entrepreneurs for economical sustainability and contributing in the mounting of ICT and Education sector to propel the development and educate the people of Asia to new heights.

Lastly, we want to express our heartfelt gratitude to our partners, clients, alumnus, students, well wishers and every members of Daffodil Family for being with us! We look forward to serving you for many years to come. We strongly believe that the future of our country and the region will thus become more promising and assured.

Md. Sabur Khan
Chairman
Daffodil Family
Daffodil Family is the leading ICT Conglomerate and the largest Education provider in Bangladesh. We are committed to people in providing winning edge through IT services and contributing to develop human resources by quality education and training. Since its inception, we are focusing on becoming agile high-performance company through services and products. Our effort in the last few years, our innovation in service sectors and our intention to add extra value to everything we have brought us the reputation globally as a benchmark for solution provider in the country.

Today Daffodil Family encompasses over 35+ concerns in two specific arenas-ICT and Education. The group is operating in major divisions and cosmopolitan areas in Bangladesh and has started its operation internationally. Today the group has started operation in the UK, USA, Nepal and Malaysia with network and links worldwide. As the company is growing with increasing international footprints, the brand is also gaining international recognition. Different concerns under Daffodil Family have been set up with an aim to empower our youths through education and training and support the development activities of the country.

We took the stand by our philosophy to provide the best services with professionalism. We provide a portfolio of IT services, software, and technology that solves critical problems for clients and also brought quality education from PG (Play Group) to PG (Post Graduate) levels in the commitment to the empowerment of the future generation. Every concern of Daffodil Family operates independently. Daffodil Family is focusing on new technologies and innovations in thoughts, processes, approaches and strategies to excel in business and service arenas and returning wealth to the society we serve.

Commitment
Daffodil Family believes in giving back to society. We are committed to-

- Impacting to world economy by ensuring entrepreneurial development
- Improving the quality of life
- Contributing to ICT development
- Empowering young to be entrepreneur
- Developing leadership among students
- Endowing in education sector development
- Creating local & abroad job opportunities
Year of Establishment: 1990

Represented by: Mr. Md. Sabur Khan, the Chairman of Daffodil Family and Former President of Dhaka Chamber of Commerce & Industries (DCCI) & Former President (2002-2003) of Bangladesh Computer Samity (BCS), Chairman-Global Trade Committee, WITSA

- Products & Services: Education and ICT

Total Concerns:
- National: 32 concerns in operation, another 3 in process.
- International: UK-Premier College of London Limited
  USA- Premier International Institute Inc.
  Malaysia-Daffodil Group Malaysia SdnBhd
  Nepal

- Education Ventures: Daffodil International University and another nine (9) under Daffodil Education Network e.g., Daffodil Institute of IT, Bangladesh Skill Development Institute, Daffodil Polytechnic Institute, Daffodil International College, Daffodil International Professional Training Institute, Daffodil International School, Premier International Academy, Daffodil Japan IT, Daffodil International Academy, DIPTI Business Management College., Daffodil Technical Institute, Daffodil Institute of Social Sciences (DISS),


- Other Concerns: Admission.ac, Jobsbd.com, Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited, Daffodil Business Incubator, Brand of BD, Startup Restaurant & Cafe, Daffodil Industrial Innovation Park, Daffodil Foundation, Daffodil Brand Shop, Innovative Incubation Center (IIC), Global Recruitment Agency, Cardio Care Hospital, Neo Tec Pharmaceutical

- Global Presence: USA, UK, Malaysia, Nepal

- Total Human Resources: 3000+

- Total Students: 30,000+

- Expert Area: ICT Product & Services, Education, Training, Software

Corporate Office:
Daffodil Tower-4
102/1 Shukrabad, Mirpur Road, Dhanmondi Dhaka-1207
Phone: +88 02 9138234-5, 9104778-80
Fax: +88-02 9102417
Email: info@daffodil.com.bd
Web: www.daffodil.com.bd
Chronological Development of Daffodil Family

1990
- The company started its journey with Daffodil Computers Ltd.
- Started ICT training, computer sales & support services

1991
- Started to sale computer accessories and operate as desktop publishers

1992
- Started importing various spare parts and PC

1993
- Daffodil started assembling CDCOM clone PC with imported parts from Singapore and Taiwan. The idea earned the acceptability and huge popularity in clone PC marketing

1994
- Entered to Government & corporate market for IT product and solution

1995
- DCL instigated the Super Store idea for the first time in Bangladesh, which created enormous enthusiasm in the ICT sector.
- 5000 square feet attractive showroom at Kalabagan, Mirpur Road

1996
- Started to represent Internationally reputed brands like HP, Intel, Microsoft, Ingram Micro, Dr. Solomon Antivirus (which is now NAI), and Quantum etc.

1997
- Daffodil Institute of IT (DIIT) set up to educate young generation in IT and brought the opportunity to earn degree of International Standard in computing, business & accountancy with affiliation of NCC
- DCL got registered with Joint Stock Company as Limited Company

1998
- Set up Computer Clinic to provide better services to the clients
- DCL started its operation in Sylhet and Khulna Division
- Became partner of Ingram Micro South Asia (one of the largest distribution channels in the world)
- DCL is appointed as a sole distributor of FIC (First International Corporation), Mitsumi, Chintax, APC brands, etc.

1999
- DCL introduced first local brand PC named “DaffodilPC”

2000
- First Job Portal www.jobsbd.com emerged in Bangladesh
- First ISP www.daffodilonline.com was established
- Daffodil Web & E-commerce launched
- DaffodilPC achieved ISO 9002 Certification
- DCL as 1st Bangladeshi IT Company awarded ISO 9000
- Daffodil Computers Ltd. is appointed as HP corporate reseller and authorized service provider in Bangladesh
- DIIT started operation in Chittagong Division & got approval from National University
- DCL became the sole distributor of GIS (Geographic Information System) products
2001
- DCL incorporated Daffodil Software Ltd.
- DCL started its operation in Narayangong and Comilla
- Training Wing DIIT started operation in Feni
- Established Daffodil Multimedia
- Published 1st Digital Magazine of Bangladesh Digibangla
- Established Career Development Programme (CDP) to give guidance and training to the unemployed youth
- DCL has become the strongest IT vendor in the country with the utilization of its HR, Labs, Researches, IT development and 13 years’ of experience
- DaffodilPC faced the 2nd surveillance of ISO 9000 with more perfection
- The Chairman elected as a President of Prime IT Association, “Bangladesh Computer Samity (BCS)” for 2002-03

2002
- DCL converted itself into a Public Limited Company (by share) and share trading started at Chittagong Stock Exchange and later on at Dhaka Stock Exchange
- Daffodil International University came into being with approval of the Ministry of Education under Private University Act of 1992
- DSL was awarded for its contribution in Railway Reservation Ticketing Systems as Build, Operation and Transfer project (BOT) under Ministry of Communication, the largest IT project till to date

2003
- Bangladesh Skill Development Institute (BSDI) started its operation to train and educate the youths of the country in technical and professional skills.
- DIIT achieved “Best Partner Award” of NCC Education UK among 45 countries
- Established Daffodil International College to ensure quality education at college level

2004
- Daffodil Foundation was established to provide realistic solutions to the major educational, environmental, health & population problems
- Daffodil took the ownership of “Technokids” Bangladesh and renamed it as Daffodil Technokids and now it is running as “MyeKids.”
- Daffodil International Professional Training Institute (DIPTI) was established to provide professional training to unemployed as well as to professionals to develop skills.
- Daffodil and Grameen jointly formed an IT training venture named DGITEL initiated by Dr. Muhammad Yunus, Nobel Laureate of the country
- Daffodil owned “Dolphin Computers Limited”, a leading company of country’s IT sector

2005
- DIIT achieved “Academic Excellence Award” of NCC Education UK among 45 countries
- BSDI initiated a full free scholarship project with NTV for underprivileged women in Bangladesh where 500 women have been trained job skill and employed
2006
- Started joint venture with popular Malaysian job portal, Jobstreet.com
- Established a new venture JS e-Recruitment Limited in Bangladesh
- Daffodil International University achieved Beautification Award 2006 presented by the Honorable Prime Minister of Bangladesh
- BSDI got approval from BTEB to operate as Polytechnic Institute

2007
- Started Sprout International School (English medium) which is now merged with DIS Chandpur
- Started joint collaboration with the prominent software company “Britesoft” of Malaysia
- Achieved the “Academic Excellence Award” of NCC Education UK among 45 countries in the world

2008
- Daffodil Family developed lot of infrastructures like Daffodil Tower 1, Daffodil Tower 2, Daffodil Tower 3, Daffodil Tower 4, Daffodil Tower 5

2009
- Daffodil International School (DIS) was established with the Chain School concept, with a plan to set up branches in 64 districts of Bangladesh
- First national workshop organized by BSDI with Bremen University, Germany to empower TVET instructor/trainer

2010
- DIIT Chittagong campus got approval as a Polytechnic institute
- BSDI achieved affiliation from Bangladesh Technical Education Board (BTEB) to provide 4 years diploma in Textile Engineering
- DIPTI achieved affiliation from U&I Alliance, University of Dhaka. Also got approval for other different courses from Bangladesh Technical Education Board.
- DIS acquired a running school named Laurels, new branch at Uttar started, got affiliated with My e-Kids and Computer Learning Centre for Kids

2011
- National Conference on Teaching Learning at Tertiary Level in Bangladesh held at Daffodil International University
- ASOCIO team headed by its Chairman visited Chairman of DIU at his Office
- DIU Chairman attended 10th Asian University Presidents’ Forum (AUPF)-2011
- Daffodil International University achieved IEB Accreditation
- Daffodil International University Debating Club (DIUDC) became Champion at the National Debate Championship 2011
- DIIT got the University & Industry alliance (U&I) affiliation from University of Dhaka
- BSDI has got Medical Technology Affiliation from Bangladesh Technical Education Board
- DIS got approval from Edexcel as an official Edexcel Centre of Learning,
- Established “DIPTI Business Management College (DBMC)”
2012

- Daffodil International University achieved 3rd CMO Asia’s Best B-School Award-2012
- Daffodil International University hosted ACM-ICPC Dhaka Regional
- DIU 3rd Convocation held at Bangabandhu International Conference Center.
- 3061 students of Daffodil International University received Free Laptop. It is an ongoing process and all students are getting their laptops
- DIIT received 15 years partnership award from NCC.
- BSDI got central approval from Confederation of Tourism and Hospitality (CTH, UK)
- BSDI has been honored with the Award “Education Leadership” by IIT India
- BSDI received award for its commitment and support for Book Reading Competition by the British Council
- BSDI added a new campus at 64/3 Lake Circus Kalabagan
- DIS Uttara Campus student got Super Kids 2012 Award in the summer camp named as “My e-Kids Camp 2012”
- Triumph of awards by students in Inter School Art Competition arranged by ELC, DIU
- DIPTI established a new 6 storied building as main campus at Panthapath, Kalabagan
- The Chairman gets elected the President of Dhaka Chamber of Commerce and Industries for the year 2013
- A new course “Art of Living (AOL)” is introduced at DIU by the Chairman and a book is also published with the help of faculty

2013

Three new members added to Daffodil Group-
- Premiere International College started its operation
- Daffodil Group Malaysia started its operation in Malaysia
- Admission.ac started its operation in Concord Tower, Pantha Path, Dhaka
- DIU Social Business Youth Convention 2013 held at DIU auditorium
- Daffodil International University hosts International Conference on “Tertiary Education, 2013: Realities and Challenges”
- BSDI set campus in Chandpur to provide technical and vocational courses under BTEB
- DIIT launches new campus at Uttara.
- DIPTI Student Emrazina I. Prithwa gets award from BASIS for Best Female Outsourcing in Bangladesh
- DIPTI gets award from Bangladesh Air Force for Quality Training
- Introduces My Smart Class in DIS Branches
- Daffodil Group makes a joint venture agreement with BBP Advisory Limited (Japan) to set up new venture “Daffodil Japan Institute of Technology (DJIT)”
- The Chairman unveiled his first book named “Handbook of Entrepreneurship Development” by the honorable President on 6th November 2013
- DIU Permanent campus started its full fledged operation
- Initiated E2K project for creating 2000 new entrepreneurs through DCCI, where DIU was the key sponsor (www.business.org.bd)

2014

- DIU observed its 12th Foundation Anniversary at permanent campus
- DIU organized its 4th Convocation at Permanent Campus with 3000+ students
- D. Litt. Degree was conferred by DIU on Dr. Dr Achyuta Samanta, founder and Chancellor of KIIT University and Kalinga Institute of Social Sciences (KISS), India
- Started a restaurant cum convention centre at 42/2 Sobhanbag, Dhaka
- Started Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited
- First Business Incubator setup took place
- Bangla version of ‘Handbook of Entrepreneurship Development’ published
- DCL got copyright of Business ERP & Education ERP software
- Bangladesh Business Angel Network (BBAN) formed and Chairman, Daffodil Group was elected as the president
- Inhouse Multimedia College, Malaysia came into being
Champion

Get In The Ring (GITR), where DIU team became

Global Money Week where Daffodil is a lead promoter

Daffodil Helicam project

"Solar Car" project of DIU achieved Best Future Award at "Electric Solar Vehicle Championship 2014-2015" in the Asia's largest solar technology event

2015

- Bangladesh Small and Cottage Industries Corporation (BSCIC) and Daffodil International University signed an agreement to support skill development centers of BSCIC situated at different places of the country. Daffodil will set up Industrial Innovation Park in Gazaria in Munshiganj District on 15 acres of land to turn the youths trained up at BSCIC centers into Entrepreneurs.

- Daffodil International University (DIU) observed the Global Money Week 2015 from March 9-17, 2015 in association with the Ministry of Education and Bangladesh Bank. ‘Daffodil Family Day’ was observed at Ashulia in the permanent campus of Daffodil International University. From 20 sister concerns of Daffodil Group a total of 2000 officers, staffs and their family members participated in the Daffodil Family Day.

- The "Solar Car" project students group Yes You Can) department of Computer Science and Engineering at Daffodil International University won the Best Future Award in the Asia’s largest Solar technology event “Electric Solar Vehicle Championship (ESVC) 2014-2015, organized by Imperial Society of Innovative Engineers (ISIE) which had been held at Maharsi Markandeshwar University (MMU) Mysore, India

- Daffodil Group achieved the “Best Pavilion Award” in the Bangladesh ICT EXpo 2015.

- Bangladesh Skill Development Institute inaugurated the Chandpur Campus

- Bangladesh Skill Development Institute introduced One Laptop, One Laptop Project for the students of Diploma Engineering Programmes under BTEB

- Daffodil International College Chandpur Campus got permission from Board

- Daffodil International University (DIU) created a world record by contributing more than 3 Lacs words at Google Translation Service under Google Developers Group Bangla (GDG Bangla).

- Daffodil International University and IamSMEofBangladesh signed an agreement where DIU will support the members of IamSMEofBangladesh with required training and knowledge as knowledge partner.

- Daffodil International University and Bangladesh Skill Development Institute is working together with Bangladesh Agro-Processors’ Association (BAPA) in TOT on Entrepreneurship Development and preparation of the successful Business Plan

- Daffodil International University and Kauffman Foundation agreed to work together to help young entrepreneurs through hands-on business development program FastTrac

- DIIT got Pearson EdExcel Accreditation

- DIIT Students got the honor of Global High Achiever in NCC Education UK

- A 9 members Daffodil International University (DIU) delegation team, headed by its Chairman Mr. Md Sabur Khan attend the 1st International Joint Conference of Indonesia, Malaysia, Bangladesh and Ireland (IJCIMBI) collaboratively being hosted by the four universities Universitas Ubudiyah Indonesia (UUI), Universiti Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP), Daffodil International University (DIU, Bangladesh) and Athlone Institute of Technology (AIT, Ireland) held on April 27-28, at Universitas Ubudiyah Indonesia – Banda Aceh, Indonesia.

- "Empowering Tertiary Level students using Social Media"-a research paper by the DIU Faculty on over 300 students with the help of funds from International Association of Universities (IAU) under a scheme called LEADHER was published in 1st International Joint Conference of Indonesia, Malaysia, Bangladesh and Ireland (IJCIMBI)

- Four of DIU faculties paper has been awarded the Best Paper Awards- The Award winners are-Prof Dr Golam Mowla Choudhury, Ms. Nazia Nishat, Ms. Fatema Nusrat Chowdhury and Prof Dr Yousuf M Islam

- Asian-Pacific Astronomy Olympiad (APA0) to be held at DIU.

- Google Education Group (GEG) landed in Bangladesh and started it’s journey with ‘GEG Dhaka South’

- DIU joined in Global Access Asia in South Korea as a contributing partner.


- DIU distributed 2000+ Laptops among the students, Honorable Chairman, UGC was Present as the Chief Guest.

- WITSA President visited Bangladesh and was present in Freelancer’s Meet hosted by DIA.

- 5th Convocation of DIU held

- House of Lords recognised GMW 2015 which was lead in Bangladesh by DIU

- BSDI Chandpur Campus got approval from Authority

- 2.2 Acre land has been bought and allocated for BSDI, DIC, DIIT in Green Model Town

Mr. Md. Sabur Khan, Chairman, DIU along with other leaders of Asia Cooperation Dialogue (ACD) in Thailand in a pledging mood for upholding the bond of cooperation.

Mr. Santiago Gutierrez, President, WITSA hands over WITSA Award to DIU
2016
- Daffodil IT Park and BSCIC started its operation
- Daffodil Education Network Uttara started its grand operation.
- Jobsbd.com started with new opportunities and extended services for job seekers/employers
- Jobsbd Started its operation in Chittagong
- The Career Fest in Dhaka and Chittagong took place
- “We have the right to serve”-the first Job Fair of the Country for differently able people organized by Jobsbd.com
- Daffodil Family started its new brand DCL
- To Create 500 Entrepreneurs by the year 2021, a new project “Are you the next startup” has been launched
- Daffodil Family took the operation of Cardio Care Hospital in Uttara
- Daffodil Family owned Newtec Pharma
- Brand Shop started its operation
- DCL Phone has been introduced in the market to meet the demand of both featured and smart phone
- We set up Bangladesh Venture Capital Ltd. to support in the development of young entrepreneurs
- Established Daffodil Technical Institute
- Daffodil International College inaugurated its Chandpur Campus
- DIS inaugurated the Board curriculum in Chandpur Campus
- DCL introduced Leephone
- Set up Spiral World in Australia

2017
- Daffodil International College started its operation in Uttara
- Daffodil International University organized “International Summit on Employability and SoftSkills”.
- Daffodil International University has been awarded global Inclusion Award to Competing. The names of Dipa Chakrabarty and S.M. Firuz Kabir, 2 cyclists and student of Daffodil International University have been placed in Guinness Book of World Records in ‘Longest Single Line Moving’ category on cycling.
- Four students of Daffodil International University (DIU) have won 2nd prize in a social business creation competition organized by HEC Montréal’s Social Business Centre (IDEOS) in Canada in collaboration with Grameen Creative Lab.
- Canadian High Commissioner to Bangladesh Benoît-Pierre Laramée presented the awards and certificates sent by HEC Montréal to the students
- Daffodil International University received Global Inclusion Award competing with 160 Countries and the award has been conferred in the grand award ceremony held in Berlin, Germany where guests from 60 countries partici pated. The event was organized by Child & Youth Finance International (CYFI) and the German G20 Presidency/German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ).
- Daffodil International University (DIU) and ACI Ltd signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) Under this agreement both the organizations will develop course materials and modules and offer collaborative Agro-industry specific training courses for student of Entrepreneurship development with foreign institutes/universities (where needed) keeping academic and professional synergy.
- DIU launched Industry Academia Lecture Series
- DCL introduced DCL Mobile Phone in the Market
- Introduced DCL Laptop
- Set up the first education city of the country in Chandpur through setting up School, College, University College and Technical Education Institute with all facilities including Residential services.
- Nepal Education Network has been introduced
- Daffodil Family and DIIT Chittagong started its journey in a new campus in Sheikh Mujib Road in a very lucrative area
- DISS-KISS signed an agreement during the visit of Mr. Achutya Samata on 27th of July for the education and for the betterment of the underprivileged children
- The third season of the event “Are You the Next Startup” has been announced
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision</th>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creating Entrepreneur and contributing through Venture Capital</td>
<td>Daffodil Family wishes to contribute in developing more creative and forward looking Bangladesh and working to impact on worldwide economy by providing necessary information, encouragement, training and guidance to encourage the young people to turn into entrepreneurs. Creating a network of resource advisors, online resources and support services, promoting business networking to young entrepreneurs and setting up Incubator countrywide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled Manpower Development</td>
<td>Considering the growing proportion of working age of 15-59 years and taking advantage of demographic dividend, Daffodil Family initiated Skill Development efforts to provide an opportunity to increase the productivity within the country ensure reduction in the global skill shortage. With the help of any technically developed country Daffodil Family intends to develop skilled technical manpower for the Middle East, South East Asia, USA, Malaysia, United Kingdom and Dubai to mitigate the crisis of technically skilled manpower.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daffodil Industrial Innovation Park</td>
<td>After a long research of Daffodil Family, Daffodil International University is facilitating the youths to become doers through entrepreneurial facilities to resolve the paradox of education and graduate unemployment. Now Daffodil Family is bringing a mega project “Daffodil Innovation and Industrial Park (DIIP)” to be set up in Gozaria on the Dhaka-Chittagong highway in a land of 15 acres with all adequate and modern facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training up 10 lac freelancer for ICT &amp; general freelancing job</td>
<td>After the garments and agricultural sector the 3rd largest sector in terms of its contribution in National GDP is BPO and IT sector. If we can train human resources in this sector then it can make great contribution in GDP and create new job opportunities. Daffodil Group has initiated a project to train up 10 lac freelancer for ICT &amp; general freelancing job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel &amp; Tourism</td>
<td>We wish to contribute to developing Hotel &amp; Tourism sector in Bangladesh. With this view we have already developed Department of Tourism and Hospitality Management under Daffodil International University (DIU). We have also accumulated enough land resources in Dhaka-Comilla and Dhaka-Chittagong Highway. Many resorts and other necessary facilities will be established in these lands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical &amp; Health Services</td>
<td>Medical &amp; Health Services is one more future focus for Daffodil Family through which it aims to enhance the Public Health Sector. Daffodil International University has started its work in this regards by creating consciousness in this area through Department of Public Health, Nutrition and Food Engineering, Pharmacy etc. Later on the group wishes to move in a larger scare in this area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Clinic</td>
<td>Daffodil Family has a vision to set up Community Clinic to serve those parts of the society who need it most. The initiative has been taken to ensure premiere health care services and education to every single person who need it most.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Education City</td>
<td>Daffodil International University (DIU) strives for ensuring inclusive quality education in the country. As part of DIU vision, the university has taken a holistic approach under its new innovative strategy, to integrate all education components within the project, naming, ‘Daffodil Smart Education City’, a futuristic city, spurs IT driven technology. DIU wants to develop a self-sustain education city, in view to capitalize every aspect of higher education eco-system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local Heritage City will go by the slogan “My country, my product”. This will be an initiative to bring together all the local products and innovation under one umbrella to represent the whole country. This will also aim to build a strong network among the local business houses.

2. Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision</th>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical College</td>
<td>Daffodil Family is planning to set up a medical college in the commitment of providing contemporary medical education programs that will produce skilled and compassionate physicians and fill the demand of dedicated and ethical medical professionals of the country. The proposed Medical College will be set up in Ashulia and it will have a city campus as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain School</td>
<td>Daffodil Family dreams to apply the “Chain School” concept for Daffodil International School. The Objectives are- To set up DIS in 64 districts of Bangladesh and abroad To ensure quality, practical oriented and competency based education in every corner of Bangladesh To help developing the kids with intellectual, business and technical skills useful for the future job market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daffodil Institute of Social Sciences (DISS) a Daffodil KISS a joint effort in Bangladesh</td>
<td>In the commitment of providing education to the disadvantaged children to eradicate poverty Daffodil Family has decided to invite Kalinga Institute of Social Sciences (KISS) to start joint operation in Bangladesh in the name of Daffodil Institute of Social Sciences. Already 2 acre land has been donated to start the operation. It will follow the same model that is in operation in India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education for Sustainable Development</td>
<td>Daffodil Family has embraced the need for education to achieve sustainability considering the three pillars, ie, economy, society and environment. It has already undertaken a project and has a plan to go long following- Increasing awareness and building human capacity Structuring and Placing ESD in the Curriculum Linking with existing Issues: Educational Reform and Economic Viability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train the Teachers</td>
<td>Daffodil Family is working to ensure effective, interactive and integrated Teaching &amp; Learning methods and bring change and innovation in education systems. The Family desires to provide development opportunities through the following- Arranging Seminar/ Workshop/Conferences/Training on CBTA Affiliating with other Universities worldwide for higher studies and research Developing an online Learning Resource Centre and Distant Education Systems - Research and Development on Teaching &amp; Learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daffodil Education Network (DEN)</td>
<td>Daffodil Family wants to expand the activities of Daffodil Education Network in Malaysia, Africa, Middle East, USA, Australia and Europe to- Set link with all leading Awarding Boards/Universities worldwide Bring every possible study areas/ options to students Help International Students to Study in Bangladesh Promote research, distance education and use of educational technologies Set joint venture in Bangladesh to prepare students as Global Citizen consciousness in this area through Department of Public Health, Nutrition and Food Engineering, Pharmacy etc. Later on the group wishes to move in a larger scale in this area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Education</td>
<td>The group has started developing the concept and curriculum for online teaching and with the approval of University Grants Commission (UGC) in Bangladesh the group will move for implementation of this course through Daffodil International University and Daffodil Education Network. Amalgamation of two learning approaches to widen access to education and Remove barriers to education To improve its quality, utilizing the techniques and associated communications technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide Admission Solution</td>
<td>Students face dilemma about proper guidance and honest counseling related to study abroad. Daffodil Family wish to work to establish a transparent service centre named “admission.ac” to solve admission related problems and to provide relevant services for global students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Presence</td>
<td>Daffodil Family is highly interested to extend its operation internationally. Already the group has started operation in UK, USA and Malaysia and going to start its operation very soon in Nepal, Dubai and Sri Lanka. The group is researching on global trends and looking for prospects in other region also to start its operation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Joint Initiative with International Partners

We encourage joint initiative to ensure a global environment and attract future leaders from home and abroad to study, learn, and exchange experiences. Very recently we are going to start DAFFODIL JAPAN Institute of Technology and signed the agreement between Daffodil Family and BBP Advisory Limited (Japan).

### Research & Innovation

Daffodil Family believes in innovation and pays effort to add values to its services and products. Therefore the group set link with International Organizations and Education Institute and does extensive research on knowledge and service arena to grab opportunities that exists now, or is likely to emerge in the future. We firmly believe that our research and innovation efforts will help the group responsibly improve its business performance.

### Collaborative Campus of Daffodil International University

Daffodil International University has a vision to set collaborative campus in Malaysia, Sri Lanka and in the Middle East in near future. Already the group is doing market research based on the request from different countries to start collaborative campus of Daffodil International University.

### Countrywide Franchise Operation

Daffodil Family has the strength, resources, human resources, intellectual properties, expertise, ICT strength, reputation that this is the high time for the Daffodil Family to move to countrywide with franchise operations.

### ICT Solution and Products

#### Management Automation

To increase business efficiency, agility and reflectivity to comply with Economic volatility, rising competition and rapidly evolving technology, Daffodil Group has developed systems to ensure required changes in organizations operation systems. Our major focus is on-
- Complete ERP solution for Business
- Education management through Daffodil Software Limited The Group is steadily working to spread the solutions worldwide

#### e-Commerce

The group intends to promote e-Commerce trends in Bangladesh. Already the group has established two different Online Portals for buying and selling named Dolphin.com.bd (for technological products) and Kiosk.com.bd (for all kind of products).

#### Assembling Tablet PC and Smart Phone

Daffodil Family introduced the first Local Brand “Daffodil PC” in Bangladesh through Daffodil Computers Limited. In near future the group wishes to extend its achievement by assembling Tablet PC and Smart Phone locally.

#### Worldwide Job Portal

The group also wishes to establish a strong worldwide portal to meet the following objectives-
- To make a common platform of overseas jobs for professionals, expatriates and adventure seekers
- To create linkage between employers and job seekers to mitigate unemployment problem, increase human mobility through developing Global Citizens

---

**We welcome Honorable Ambassadors as our dearest friends for being with us**

H.E. Dan W Mozena, USA  
H.E. Marcia Stephens Bloom Bernicat, USA  
H.E. Benoit-Pierre Laramée, Canada  
H.E. Ms. Sally-Anne Vincent, Australia

H.E. Alexander A Nikolaev, Russia  
H.E. Mr. Shiro Sadoshima, Japan  
H.E. Iamis Rekia, Burkina Faso  
H.E. Robert Winnington Gibson, UK

H.E. Sophie Aubert, France  
H.E. Madam Norlin Binti, Malaysia  
H.E. Pankaj Saran, India  
H.E. Lee Yun-Young, South Korea
Concerns
Daffodil Computers Ltd. (DCL) since its inception in 1990, has endowed the people, communities, organizations and the nation to use technology and contributed significantly to the development of ICT Sector. We take pride in introducing the first local brand PC in Bangladesh. DCL worked on a single motto to inspire and contribute to Computer Technology to link and enhance people’s life. We worked on the principle to innovate customer-oriented, tailor-made and innovative system solutions and services which help our clients to face challenges, indicating a pledge to excellence and a desire or exceeding expectations which helped DCL to remain at the forefront in ICT arena.

Today, DCL is a public listed and ISO 27001:2013 ISMS (Information Security, Management System) certified company which has already been emerged as the trusted and experienced ICT conglomerate in Bangladesh. We follow the technological advancement of the competitive world and the policy of globalization where quality, trust, service and efficiency work as key performance assets for DCL.

A group of dynamic and multidisciplinary team is engaged in different IT product retail outlets of the company, namely, daffodilPC, Hardware Sales, Network Solution, Software (COTS & Bespoke), Software Services, Maintenance Service, Enterprise Solution, Multimedia Product & Development, E-commerce, Internet Service Organizations i.e. ISP, Training & Education, System Integration and Consultancy. This wide spectrum of experience enables the company to serve completely end to end solutions to its customers according to their needs. DCL has worked with numerous large projects with Government and among others Bangladesh Railway Online Ticketing Systems, Bangladesh Road Transport Authority Information Systems, and Chittagong Port Container Terminal Computerization Projects etc. This has inspired us to take the challenges of International Projects.

Daffodil Computers Ltd has launched its new brand DCL in the 2016 aim to become No.1 brand in IT, Mobile and Electronics market. DCL stepped to the mobile market by establishing country wide strong Channel with 300 partners and 3000 resellers.

DCL, as a socially accountable organization performs responsibilities to leave positive impact on the society through its resources and services. DCL is contributing immensely to the Education Sector and Education Systems Development sector through Hardware & Software which have been highly praised in National & International arena.

Contact Person Head Office
Mr. Abdur Rob, AGM (Operation)
Cell: +880 1713493190
E-mail: secretory@daffodil-bd.com

Mr. Jafar Ahmed Patwary, DGM
E-mail: dpc@daffodil-bd.com

Members:
- Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FBCCI)
- Japan-Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry (JBCCI)
- Board of Investment (BOI)
- Bangladesh Computer Samity (BCS)
- Bangladesh Association of Software & Information Services (BASIS)
- American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham)
- Australia – Bangladesh Business Council
- Malaysia – Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce
- Korea Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KBCCI)
- Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE)
- Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE)
- Turkey-Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry (TBCCI)

IDB Branch
Mr. Md. Maniful Alam, Manager
Cell: +880 1713493220
E-mail: idb@daffodil-bd.com

Jammuna Future Park Branch
Mr. Md. Fazul Korim Polash, Manager
Cell: +880 1713493212
E-mail: sales3@daffodil-bd.com

Chittagong Branch
Mr. Md. Shohadat Hossain, Manager
Cell: +880 1713493150
E-mail: ctb@daffodil-bd.com

Address
64/3, Lake Circus, Kalabagan
Mirpur Road, Dhanmondi, Dhaka – 1205

Phone: +8809116600, 8111999, Fax: +8802 58153690
E-mail: info@daffodil-bd.com, Web: www.daffodil-bd.com

Representing Brand:
- Apple, Intel, Dell, HP, WD, Microsoft, Norton, MacAfee, Adobe, Q, daffodilPC, DCL

Products:
- Computer Product: Desktop Computer, Notebook, Netbook, Tablet PC, Server
- Smart Phone: Lephone, DCL
- Computer Accessories & Peripherals: Motherboard, CPU, RAM, HDD, PC Casing, Keyboard, Mouse, DVD RW, NIC, Graphics Card, Sound Card, TV Card, UPS, Speaker, CB, Carrying bag
- Networking Product: NIC, Access point, Switch, Router, Cabinet, Cable, Connector, Wireless products and all networking Accessories and Cabling.
- Security Product: CC Camera, IP Camera, Access point, Time Attendances, Door lock, Surveillance, Building Automation, DSS
- Software: Microsoft, Adobe, Oracle, Atlas.ti
- Customized Software: Business ERP, Education ERP, eCure
- Education Solution: Interactive whiteboard, Multimedia

Members:
- Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FBCCI)
- Japan-Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry (JBCCI)
- Board of Investment (BOI)
- Bangladesh Computer Samity (BCS)
- Bangladesh Association of Software & Information Services (BASIS)
- American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham)
- Australia – Bangladesh Business Council
- Malaysia – Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce
- Korea Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KBCCI)
- Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE)
- Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE)
- Turkey-Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry (TBCCI)
Dolphin Computers Limited is considered as a leading enterprise in the new digital era. For more than two decades, Dolphin Computers Ltd. has been delivering the quality products to its customers. The business philosophy of the company and enduring commitment towards bringing the best quality products ensuring the services have placed the company in a very respectable and leading position in the ICT industry. During the past years, the visionary approach of Dolphin has helped it become a major proponent in consumer technology, bringing innovation in design into consumers’ lives and our vision is to bring new and improved product.

Since its beginning in 1986, the company has established a successful story of tremendous growth as well as a wide expansion in business areas. An in-depth restructuring plan began more than 12 years ago and has contributed significantly to Dolphin’s success. In the year 2004 the company has merged with Daffodil Computers Ltd.

Dolphin is now one of the largest retail super stores of the country. Dolphin Computer’s Ltd. believes in innovation and therefore started the first digital IT online shopping portal www.dolphin.com.bd in Bangladesh. Where you can find all brand products and order by credit, visa, master card first time in Bangladesh.

Products

- **Computer Products:** Desktop Computer, Notebook, Netbook, Tablet PC, Server
- **Computer Accessories & Peripherals:** Motherboard, CPU, RAM, HDD, PC Casing, Keyboard, Mouse, DVD, NIC, Graphics Card, Sound Card, TV Card, UPS, Speaker, CB, Carrying bag
- **Networking Products:** NIC, Access point, Switch, Router, Cabinet, Cable, Connector, Wireless products and all Networking Accessories.
- **Security Product:** CC Camera, IP Camera, Access point, Time Attendances, Door lock, Surveillance
- **Office Equipment:** Projector, Fax Machine, Furniture, Photo Copier,

Representing Brands:

**Contact Person:**
- **Khaled Mahmood (Tipu)**
  - Manager (Sales & Marketing)
  - Mobile: 01713493273
  - Email: sales6@dolphin.com.bd

**Address:**
24-27, BCS Computer City (Ground Floor), IDB Bhaban
Sher-E-Bangla Nagar, Agargaon, Dhaka-1207, Bangladesh.
Phone: +8802 9183182, 9183207, 9183215
Fax: +8802 58153690
E-mail: marketing@dolphin.com.bd
Web: www.dolphin.com.bd

**Member:**
Bangladesh Computer Samity (BCS)
Daffodil Online Ltd. (DOL) is proud to be one of the trailblazers and oldest ISP/ASPs in Bangladesh and providing one stop integrated ICT services and solution since July 2002. It has its own Fiber Optic WAN infrastructure to serve corporate, SME and individual clients. As we look at the growth over the decade since we began, we are extremely proud of what we have achieved. We are even more excited about our outlook for an equally promising future. We have worked with many national projects and international organizations with high appreciation from all concerned.

We are using the latest technologies and upgrading the services wherever it is required. Our Corporate Network Solution department is capable of providing state-of-art network and telecommunication solutions with a group of highly efficient technical experts.

DOL has a very strong professional engineering and management team certified and associated with SUN, Cisco, Microsoft, Linux, and Oracle and actively involved with world leading computing associations including IEEE, ACM, ACS, BCS, and PMI. Our Corporate Social Responsibility ethos strengthens the sense of our responsibility on Community, Workstation, Location and Market place. As a Group concern, DOL promotes 3 major platforms e.g., education, nation-building and environment, through our programmes and services.

Partners

Cyberoam KASPERSKY

Countrywide License by Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC)

WHY US

- Highly equipped data center with advanced technology
- We run a secured network We have the blend of 3T (Talent, Teamwork & Technology)
- The best after sales service
- Three layer power backup
- 24/7 monitoring.
- Dedicated Support Team.
- Quality service with affordable price
- Transparency and Accountability.
- Strictly maintain all the rules and regulation of (BTRC)
- Managed Bandwidth using Queuing Discipline (HTB)
- 100% focused on Corporate Solution
- State of the Art Technology with Hunting features for easy connectivity
- Maximum Up time.

Feature:

- DOL ensures secured encryption for ultimate level of privacy, protected and reliable VPN services for you.
- In DOL, we have latest enterprise grade software and hardware to set the servers, appoint the most professional and experienced engineers and system administrators to maintain them.
- Our endeavor is to achieve customer service excellence and operational efficiency through innovation and execution excellence.
- We try our best to provide high value information and communication solutions to improve the performance of our business customers.

Our Services:

- Dedicated Internet Bandwidth
- Domain and Hosting
- Domain Registration & Web Hosting
- Google Mail Service
- Website Design & Development
- SSL Certificate
- Colocation
- Bulk SMS
- Training and Industrial Attachment
- ISP Setup and Administration using Linux
- ISP Setup and Administration using MikroTik
- Pearson VUE Testing Center

Products:

- Corporate Internet Solution
- Security Solution
- Domain Registration & Web Hosting
- Website Development
- Professional Courses & Training
- Open Source Application Solution
- State of the Art Data Centres

Memberships:

- Bangladesh Computer Society (BCS)
- Internet Service Providers Associations of Bangladesh (ISPAB)
- Asia-Pacific Network Information Centre (APNIC)

CONTACT PERSON

Mr. Sabbir Ahmed (Polash)
General Manager
sabbir@daffodilnet.com

Mr. Md. Kazi Mahbubul Alam
Manager (Systems & Network)
kazi@daffodilnet.com

102, Shukrabad (3rd floor), Mirpur Road, Dhanmondi, Dhaka - 1207, Bangladesh
Phone: +88-02-9143258, 9143259, Fax: +8802 8116103
E-mail: info@daffodilnet.com, Web: www.daffodilnet.com
Daffodil Software Ltd. (DSL)
is the brainchild of Daffodil Family to fulfil the rising demand of application
software for existing and potential markets and to accomplish the Corpo-
rate Sector needs. Clients from home and abroad are gaining business
value from our products and services. DSL is ISO 9001-2000 Certified
which is run by an expert management team who are certified by Interna-
tional Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB). DSL possesses con-
siderable training and expertise in relevant field and has powerful strategic
alliances with secured market positioning.

We have the strategy to apply our knowledge and aptitude to ensure that our
customers get the best of software estate, and achieve lively IT infrastructure.
From the very outset the emphasis was on providing the best breed of
products and services to our customers and to improve their operational
efficiency to deliver enhanced service experiences to subscribers. Our clients
really appreciate our passion for doing whatever is necessary to keep their
businesses strong and agile.

We specialize in three sectors- software supply, software lifecycle manage-
ment and infrastructure solutions. We strive to deliver technical support,
information and problem-solving advice to our clients. DSL also offers
project consultancy, system integration, application services, software
supports, data entry, call centre solution to all levels of customers.

### Year of Establishment: 2001

**Products:**
- Business ERP
- Education ERP (School, College and University)
- Hospital Management Software
- Financial Accounting System
- E-Recruitment
- Job Tracking System

**Services:**
- Customized Software Solution
- Software as a service
- Data Warehouse
- Data Mining
- Data Analysis Service
- Data Capture, Migration and Integration
- Network service and maintenance
- Cloud Computing
- SMS Service
- Email Marketing

### Projects done by DSL

1. BIWTA
2. Bangladesh Railway
3. Bangladesh Sugar and Food Co.
4. Sonali Bank Ltd.
5. Agrani Bank Ltd.
6. Board of Investment
6. Sonali Bank Ltd.
7. State Medical Faculty of Bangladesh
8. Bangladesh Commerce Bank
9. Save the Children, UK
10. BGMEA
11. Dhaka University
11. National Museum
12. Agrani Bank Ltd.
13. Nazrul Institute
14. BANSDOC
15. National Science Museum
16. Copyright Office
16. Copyright Office
17. Export Promotion Bureau
17. Public Library
18. Public Library
19. National Book Centre
18. Public Library
20. IFC BICF
19. National Book Centre
21. BKMEA

### Contact Person:
Mr. Rashed Karim  
E-mail: software@daffodil.com.bd

Hymayun Kabir Polash  
Email: caaj@daffodilvarsity.edu.bd

Address: 64/3, Loke Circus, Kalabagan Mirpur Road, Dhanmondi Dhaka  
Phone: +8802 9116600, +8802 8115986  
Fax: +8802 8116103  
E-mail: info@daffodil.com.bd  
Web: www.daffodil-bd.com
Year of Establishment: 1998

The idea of **Daffodil Web & e-Commerce (DWE)** came when the custom of world trade and commerce changed and opportunity created in the Global Business Market with the advent of ICT. To help meet the challenges and to grab every opportunity of the competitive market Daffodil Web & e-Commerce was established during the year 1998 and incorporated in 2003. We have almost 15 years of experience in designing, architecting, and implementing professional-grade, scalable web sites and software, which can position your company for long-term success. DWE has a group of thinkers, doers, and creators who are striving to design websites. By combining creative web designs with effective search engine optimization and professional content writing, we ensure your web design to the top appealing the right customers, clients, and visitors.

The young computer professionals and business specialists at Daffodil Web & Commerce who we put to work on your project, ensure that your business is backed by the best experience and expertise available on the market. DWE believes in customer satisfaction and our development process rests on the three pillars ‘customer service’, ‘user orientation’ and ‘agile development’. Daffodil Web & E-Commerce (DWE) has worked with so many national, multinational & international projects and earned huge reputation at home & abroad.

**Provide Solution:**
- Domain name registration
- Web hosting provider
- Domain reseller program
- E-commerce
- Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
- Social Network Marketing
- Web enabled customized software development
- Open source software customization
- Website maintenance and support
- Website re-design and re-development
- Software and Web consultancy

**Software Outsourcing:**
- Web & Open Source development (Drupal, Magento, HTML5 & CSS3, Perl, Ruby, Python)
- .NET, Java, C++, C# development
- Software Testing & Quality Assurance
- Design Services
- ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) Solution for Entrepreneurs and Education
- Software maintenance and support

**Contact Person:**
Mr. Billal Hossen  
E-mail: admin@daffodilweb.com  
Address: 102/1 (6th floor) Shukrabad, Dhanmondi, Dhaka-1207  
Phone: +8802 9116600, +8802 8124430  
E-mail: info@daffodilweb.com, Web: www.daffodilweb.com
Daffodil International University (DIU) a leading private university in Bangladesh was founded on January 24, 2002 with a vision to impart quality education to produce quality graduates who will be able to stand out among others nationally and globally. Recognized in independent government assessments as one of the top graded universities in Bangladesh, DIU today combines state-of-the-art facilities and a dynamic approach to teaching and research with its proud heritage of service and achievement.

The prime objective of DIU is to create leaders in the fields of industry and commerce, science and technology, arts, as well as all other disciplines of life. DIU aims to raise a generation of worthy citizens in order to create a productive workforce to lead our nation out of vicious cycle of poverty. Moreover, DIU has taken the mammoth responsibility of cultivating, nurturing and mentoring the youth to turn them not only into good and ethical human beings but also into entrepreneurs who will be able to contribute to Gross Domestic Production (GDP) of Bangladesh by generating employment. DIU has established its stunning permanent campus in Ashulia of Bangladesh covering a wide area of one hundred (100) acres of land which is now fully functional and is gradually moving towards completing its Master Plan that includes many attractive facilities for its students. DIU is also striving to establish itself as a complete Digitized University, equipping its students and teachers with the latest technology and providing ICT support. To make its students effective for the global market is the goal of DIU.

Daffodil International University is internationally collaborated with 100 countries. Students from 15 countries around the world are studying here. The university has academic linkage with 200 Universities outside Bangladesh.
Bachelor Programs:
- Computer Science & Engineering
- Electrical & Electronic Engineering
- Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
- Software Engineering
- Computing & Information System
- Computer Science
- Textile Engineering
- Real Estate
- B. Com (Hons)
- Business Administration
- English
- Law
- Journalism & Mass Communication
- Pharmacy
- Nutrition & Food Engineering
- Environmental Science & Disaster Management
- Multimedia & Creative Technology
- Tourism and Hospitality Management
- Architecture
- Civil Engineering
- Entrepreneurship

Master Programs:
- Textile Engineering
- Computer Science & Engineering
- Electronic and telecommunication Engineering
- English
- Journalism & Mass Communication
- MBA (Regular/ Executive)
- MIS
- LLM
- Public Health
- Software Engineering
- Development Studies

DIU Blended Learning Center
DIU Blended Learning Center is an umbrella for all projects and tasks related to technology supported blended education in Daffodil International University. It will include projects involving collaboration with universities worldwide to offer platform based courses (online/offline/blended) or programs to both home and abroad, take necessary steps to prepare faculty members for online/blended teaching by offering and arranging trainings, take steps to develop online/blended course modules, prepare necessary guidelines and manuals, ensure quality of offered online/blended courses, make surveys among students, conduct research on teaching and learning developments, educational technologies, learning management systems, best practices and trends in subjects, publish findings of research through blog and monthly magazines etc.

Contact Persons:
Professor Dr. Yousuf Mahbubul Islam
Vice-Chancellor
vc@daffodilvarsity.edu.bd

Professor Dr. S.M. Mahbub Ul Haque Majumder
Pro-Vice Chancellor
prov@daffodilvarsity.edu.bd

Mr. Hamidul Haque Khan
Treasurer
treasurer@daffodilvarsity.edu.bd

Professor Dr. Engr. A. K. M. Fazlul Hoque
Registrar
registrar@daffodilvarsity.edu.bd

Address:
Permanent Campus:
Datta Para, Ashulia, Savar, Dhaka
Cell: 01833102806, 01847140068.

Main Campus:
Daffodil Tower, #2, Sobhanbag, Mirpur Road, Dhanmondi, Dhaka
Tel: 48111609, 48111670, 9128705
Cell: 01841493050, 01847140094, 01713493051

Uttara Admission Office:
House # 4 & 6, Road # 7, Sector # 3, Uttara, Dhaka
Tel: 58954660, 58952010
Cell: 01713493141, 01811458841.

Key Features:
Library: Three libraries (a six-storied Library building at Main Campus, one at Uttara campus and the other one is in Ashulia Campus) with a large number of books, journals, magazines, reference books, research papers both online and hardcopy.
Laboratories: There are 50 fully equipped laboratories in DIU.
Hostels: Two permanent female hostels: one is at Dhanmondi & another one at Uttara. It has three male hostels also.
Transport: DIU has a large transport pool, which is used by faculty, officials and students.
Gymnasium: The gym has all necessary modern fitness equipment.

A Pledge of a Digitized University: DIU is the first complete digitized university in Bangladesh for technology-based education and operation with such facilities as computer labs, education ERP and WIFI on campus.
Others: International Standard Auditorium, Media Lab, indoor games, two canteens and many more.

International Affiliations with:
Kauffman Foundation, ACBSP, NAFSA, AUPF, IIE, EAI, IAU, ALIAP, IAUP, ALA, UNAI, ESRUC, IEEE, ISTQB, ATITAP, ACE, APUCEN and ACU.

Programs:
At present, the University runs twenty six (26) departments under five (5) Faculties which are
1. Faculty of Science & Information Technology
2. Faculty of Business & Economics
3. Faculty of Humanities & Social Sciences
4. Faculty of Allied Health Sciences,
5. Faculty of Engineering.

Master Programs:
- Textile Engineering
- Computer Science & Engineering
- Electronic and telecommunication Engineering
- English
- Journalism & Mass Communication
- MBA (Regular/ Executive)
- MIS
- LLM
- Public Health
- Software Engineering
- Development Studies

Institute/Unit under DIU
- Human Resource Development Institute (HRDI)
- Daffodil Institute of Languages (DIL)
- Enterprise Competitive Institute (ECI)
- Career Development Centre (CDC)
- Daffodil Business Incubator (DBI)
- Research Centres
Human Resource Development Institute (HRDI) has been established to position itself as a center for promoting excellence in Education, Learning & Development and Research.

Its vision is to improve quality in education at all levels in Bangladesh and to convert people to human resources for global market. The mission HRDI is to partner with industry, academia and learners for building the capacity to support individual learner’s efforts to reach their own potential.

HRDI develops methodologies and delivers courses to teachers, students and job seekers aiming at bringing quality in class room education and at the same time helping the students succeed beyond the classroom.

Innovation & Incubation Center

Innovation and Incubation Center has been set up with a vision to develop IIC as a Centre of South Asian reference for innovative ideas and Public-Private Partnership (PPP) model in the area of business and industries by 2020.

Activities of IIC:
- Conduct training programs (Management and Skill Development) immediately in collaboration with BSCIC and independently in future
- Provide pre and post investment counseling, consultancy technical assistance support to the students/trainees/individuals who like to develop their career as an entrepreneur
- Develop standard Project Profile, Credit Proposal, Market Feasibility Report etc. for consultancy services
- Keep contact with different govt. and non-govt. organizations and trade bodies for assistance and collaboration in different activities

Object of IIC:
- Conduct research to innovate new thoughts and ideas on the area of business and industries;
- Explore and develop potential new entrepreneurs to implement the innovated ideas into practice;
- Arrange incubation support to make a close tie and co-ordination between innovation and practice.
Daffodil Education Network (DEN) is the largest and leading academic group which has been providing education from PG to PG level. This is the umbrella unit of all education ventures of Daffodil. The main objectives of this unit are research & development and ensuring quality of its concerns. The Network is well connected with many nationally and internationally reputed awarding boards for proving quality education, academic certification at different levels and professional development services. During the past years DEN has extended its operation in major cities and locations in Bangladesh and now concentrating to make a mark in the international arena.

Vision:
We want to lead education, research, training and knowledge locally and globally for 21st century’s job market.

Mission:
To provide quality education maintaining the international standard to boost up the economy of the country and transforming our population from liability to asset.
Daffodil International Academy (DIA) is the newly established independent educational institute emerging from Daffodil Institute of IT (DIIT), which brings international quality education with an affordable cost to Bangladeshi as well as foreign students since 1997. Daffodil International Academy (DIA) is a pioneer in running foreign education in Bangladesh. During its long journey, DIA has had vast experience in working with a number of world class universities around the globe. Presently, DIA has collaboration/affiliation with several high ranked world class universities including University of Greenwich, UK. As part of this collaboration, DIA, in partnership, is closely working with NCC Education, UK and Pearson Edexcel for diploma and higher national diploma programs and for completing the top-up programs with University of Greenwich UK. Additionally, we are in the process of running direct Hon’s program of Cardiff Metropolitan University, UK. Our vision is to make DIA as a center of excellence to boost-up the economy of the country and transforming our population from liability to asset by providing affordable global education in Bangladesh.

During the long tenure, from the erstwhile institution (DIIT) to our latest incarnation (DIA), it has produced quite a healthy number of IT graduates who are contributing equally in the national and international IT arena. DIA graduates are successfully working in the United Nations (UN) and United Nation Development Program (UNDP) among others.

Achievements:
• Not a single graduate from DIA under University of Greenwich (UoG) is unemployed yet.
• DIA is consistently awarded the “Best Partner” of NCC Education UK over around 45 countries globally worldwide
• Every year DIA students are achieving prestigious Regional and Global Highest Achiever status competing with 45 countries over 350 centers of NCC Education UK
• Earned the most prestigious “Academic Excellence Award” for two times from NCC Education UK among its 45 countries and over 350 centers
• Achieved “18 Year Partnership Award” in the year 2012 from NCC Education UK, for being the only consistent partner in IT of Bangladesh

Features:
• Exam taken by British Council.
• Three layer quality assurance process-first checking at Bangladesh, 2nd checking in regional office and third checking for unusual cases.
• Questions, Assignments and Project are Coming from Abroad.
• Practical oriented syllabus and after certain time syllabus change.
• Opportunity of getting direct graduation certificate from the following universities-University of Greenwich (UoG), UK, University of Sunderland, UK and Cardiff Metropolitan University, UK. And also Diplomas and Advanced Diplomas are offered affiliating with NCC Education, UK and Pearson Edexcel Education, UK.

Offered International Education Programs

NCC Education UK and University of Greenwich (UoG) UK
• 1st Year- International Foundation Year(IFY)
• 2nd Year-Level 4 Diploma in Computing(L4DC)
• 3rd Year-Level 5 Diploma in Computing(L5DC)
• Final Year- B.Sc.(Hons) in Business Information Technology (BIT), Under University of Greenwich (UoG)

Cardiff Metropolitan University, UK
• Computer Science
• Software Engineering
• Tourism and Hospitality Management.
• Business

HNC and HND, Pearson Edexcel Education, UK
• BTEC Higher National Diploma (HND) in Business (Marketing, Human Resource Management, Accounting and Management)
• BTEC Higher National Diploma (HND) in Hospitality Management
• BTEC Higher National Diploma (HND) in Computing and Systems Development

Contact Person
Mr. Mohammad Nuruzzaman
Executive Director
E-mail: ed@diit.info

Address
Panthapath: 19/1, Panthapath, Dhaka-1205
Tel: +8802- 9117205, 8959826,
9134695, 8158126
Website: www.daffodil.ac
Daffodil Institute of IT (DIIT) is the oldest education concern of Daffodil Education Network and takes the pride of being the leading ICT training and internationally recognized academic institute in Bangladesh. DIIT is consistently rated among the best institutes in Bangladesh for its students’ excellent track record in national and international examinations. DIIT has established affiliation with many national awarding boards, institutes/universities in order to offer international standard quality education for the students in Bangladesh. DIIT offers a lot of dynamic programs, short courses, diploma courses, certificate programmes and undergraduate programmes etc. DIIT has its campus at Kalabagan, Panthapath, Uttara and in Chittagong, all of which are fully functioning with full prestige of the institution.

The best achievement of DIIT is its students’ success rates in job market who are engaged in a lot of the reputed organizations at home and abroad.

Also, DIIT students are constantly holding excellent success record and getting placed among the top resulted students in the final exams countrywide under National University, Bangladesh. Inspired by the success ratio of its students in other National and International curricula, DIIT has started Bangladesh Technical Education Board provided Diploma in Engineering Programmes to contribute to developing Technically Skilled Manpower for the country. Also DIIT Chittagong is amongst the few selected institutes where World Bank is funding for supporting their studies through its Skills and Training Enhancement Project (STEP) under Directorate of Technical Education (DTE).

Year of Establishment: 1997

Features:
- Not a single graduate from DIIT is unemployed yet
- Every year DIIT students achieved prestigious Regional and Global Highest Achiever status competing with 49 countries.
- Nationally DIIT students got placed in the 1st, 5th, 10th position among all University College under National University Bangladesh
- 18 Year Partnership Award in the year 2012 by NCC Education UK
- Corporate Training Program with ILO, World Bank, WHO, BRTA, Grameen Phone, Bangladesh Air Force, Bangladesh Public Service Commission and many others
- Largest Training Service Provider of IDB-BISEW Scholarship Programmes
National University Programs
- B.Sc (Hons) in CSE
- Bachelor in Business Administration (BBA)
- Bachelor in Tourism and Hospitality Management
- Master of Business Administration (MBA)

International Diploma NCC & Pearson Education, UK
- Diploma in Hospitality Management
- Diploma in IT
- Diploma in Business
- Diploma in Computing & Systems Development

Professional Diploma
- Diploma in Hardware & Network Engineering.
- Diploma in Software Engineering.
- Diploma in Web & e-Commerce Engineering
- Diploma in 3D Animation & Visual F/x Engineering
- Certified Outsourcing Professional

BTEB Affiliated Program
- Diploma in Computer Engineering.
- Diploma in Electrical Engineering.
- Diploma in Civil Engineering.
- Diploma in Architecture Engineering.

Contact Person
Mr. Mohammad Nuruzzaman
Executive Director
E-mail: ed@diit.info

Mr. Md. Shakhawat Hossain
Principal, DIIT (National University Programs)
E-mail: nup.principal@diit.info

DIIT, Chittagong:
Mr. Md. Paruque Islam, Principal
E-mail: btebp.principal@diit.info
Cell: +88-01713-493257

Contact Person/Address:
DIIT Uttara
Mr. Masud Karim
Asst Director
Panthapath: 19/1, Panthapath, Dhaka-1205
Uttara: Hs: 13, Rd: 7/D, Sector-9, Uttara
Kalabagan: 64/6, 64/4, 64/3 Lake Circus Kalabagan
Chittagong: 308/463 Bepari Pera, Agrobad Access Road Chittagong

Contact No:
Tel: +8802- 9117205, 8959826, 9134695, 8158126
Cell: +8801713493163, 01713493267, 01713493262, 01713493286, 01713493269
Email: info@diit.info
Website: www.diit.info
Bangladesh Skill Development Institute (BSDI) is a very timely initiative of Daffodil Education Network which has been functioning since 2003 to develop professional Human Resources in different fields of education and training. BSDI has completely changed the traditional concept of polytechnic, technical & professional skill development training institutes in Bangladesh. Today, BSDI is very well known institute for Hospitality & Tourism Management, Employability Skills, Computer Programs, Business Courses, Soft Skills, Science, Engineering, Arts study and also for professional and leadership development training programs. It is the first and only polytechnic institute of the country which has been awarded internationally.

Year of Establishment: 2003

BSDI is also very popular name in Corporate Training Industry which has earned international acknowledgement in a very short time. BSDI has provided corporate training to the human resources of many national and transnational organizations.

BSDI is ensuring knowledge, skill and attitude through Competency Based Training (CBT). Based on world renowned Australian Model, the aim is to ensure that no student will say “I know but I cannot perform” rather they will say, “I know and I can perform!”

Since its inception, BSDI is contributing in society through developing trained Diploma Engineers, Corporate Professionals and Skilled Human Resources. Recently BSDI has started to work for creating Entrepreneur. Today, BSDI has become the first highly selective education and training institute in Bangladesh for its restless effort. BSDI instills an intention of learning among its students and empowers them for a lifetime leadership. The objective of the institute is to serve the country by developing the graduates in professional and vocational spectrum; creating visionaries, inventors, entrepreneurs and most importantly the leaders to become a valuable resource for society.

During the year 2014, BSDI has established polytechnic institute under BTEB at Baburhat, Chandpur. It is the first Textile Engineering Institute in Chandpur district.

Qualifications:
- Diploma in Medical Technology
- Dental
- Pharmacy
- Laboratory Medicine

Hotel & Tourism Management
- Hotel Management
- Tourism Management
- Hospitality in Catering and Cooking
- Food & Beverage Production
- Food & Beverage Service
- Bakery & Pastry

6 Months Basic Trade Course
- Graphic Design
- Office Application
- 3D Animation
- Web Design
- Web Development
- CCNA
- Motion Graphics
- Auto CAD

Chandpur Campus Qualification
- Textile
- Garments Design & Pattern Making

Business & Language
- Certificate in Employability Skills
- Spoken English
- General English

6 Months Basic Trade Course
- Electrical House wiring
- Air-condition & Refrigeration
- Aminship

Features
- One student one Laptop for ensuring every student is using ICT
- Linkage with Industries
- Opportunity to taken part in study abroad/ summer camp in different countries
- English language training through Book Reading Competition with British Council
- Support for Entrepreneurship Development
- Ensures Internship/ job placement support through jobsbd.com
- International Accreditation

Links & Affiliation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campus</th>
<th>Contact Info:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admin Building: House # 2/B, Road # 12, Dhanmondi, Mirpur Road, Dhaka-1209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus 2: 165, Kolabagan, Mirpur Road, Dhaka-1205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus 3: 64/3, Lake Circus, Kalabagan, Dhaka – 1207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandpur Campus: Word 14Camilla Road, Chandpur-3600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. K M Hasan Ripon, Advisor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:ad@bsdi-bd.org">ad@bsdi-bd.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone: +88 02 8110818, 8151671, 9143261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell: +88 01713493246, 01713493243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax No: +088-02-8152105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:info@bsdi-bd.org">info@bsdi-bd.org</a>, Web: <a href="http://www.bsdi-bd.org">www.bsdi-bd.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. Engr. Md. Azharul Islam
Principal
E-mail: principal@bsdi-bd.org
Year of Establishment: 2003

About Us

To run and lead the science & engineering programs BSDI has initiated new associated operating wing Daffodil Polytechnic Institute. DPI as a part of BSDI will run the technical Education Board programs and BSDI will provide Professional programs and Employability Skills Training program in different disciplines. The long term strategic decision has been taken in a momentum considering the broader strategy to make the institute more competitive nationally and internationally. It is the first and only polytechnic institute of the country which has been awarded internationally.

Programs

- Diploma in Engineering
- Computer
- Electrical
- Civil
- Telecommunication
- Architecture & Interior Design

Diploma in Textile

- Textile Engineering
- Garments Design & Pattern Making

Features

One student one Laptop for ensuring every student is using ICT Linkage with Industries/Universities Opportunity to taken part in study abroad/summer camp in different countries English language training through Book Reading Competition with British Council Support for Entrepreneurship Development Job/Career assistance through jobsbd.com World Bank scholarship for all students for ensuring students more focus on education

Support Units

- jobsbd.com
- BVCL
- Daffodil Business Incubator
- International Affairs
- Admission.ac
The transition from high school to college is arguably one of the most exciting times for the students. This demands careful planning to take difficult decisions. In light with this reality, Daffodil International College (DIC) has been established. DIC has developed expertise in educating post-secondary school students during the last 12 years. The objective is to produce intellectually well trained, ethically upright, socially sensible future generation with the necessary knowledge, skills and values which make them compassionate human being. DIC is bent on educating the new generations not only on academic qualifications but also with a widespread, vibrant co-curricular programmes that includes the fine arts, sports, leadership and ICT training programmes to grow them up as worthy citizens of the country.

DIC has a purpose-designed, fully equipped campus with sports and recreational facilities. The campus is situated in enviable location at Lalmatia which is non smoking and free of politics. DIC offers congenial and peaceful atmosphere for academic pursuit. It ensures qualified and experienced teachers who really care and take full responsibility for the students. A pool of very devoted and committed administration, library and lab staffs are working to ensure quality education and services. As a sign of successful journey of the college, DIC has launched ‘English Version’ (NCTB) for higher secondary level in 2015-16 sessions. Through these initiatives, DIC is marching ahead towards novelty and perfection.

The college is really proud of its alumni who have excelled in Board Examination, studying in reputed institutions at home and abroad and every walk of life. It also provides attractive scholarship to the students based on their academic result and merit.

Features:
- DIC maintains highest academic standards which ensure increase of GPA from SSC to HSC.
- Fully ICT supported college
- Smart Class Room with Modern Teaching Equipments.
- Highly qualified teachers with versatile experience.
- Adopts innovative and creative approach of Teaching & Learning.
- Offers university and add-on courses to prepare students for employment and higher education.
- Standard teacher student ratio.
- Students receive special offers from Daffodil International University for Undergraduate and Post Graduate study.
- Special offer for studying at any professional/career skill development training programmes at Daffodil Education Network.
- Scholarship based on academic result and merit.
- Special care on co-curricular activities.
- Ensures students social, mental, intellectual growth.
- Special classes on English Language, Leadership and ICT skills.
- Special care for weak and slow learners.
- Regular participation in national and international programmes.
- Arranges different types of workshops and seminars for students’ enrichment.
- Modern Library and well equipped, up to date lab and hi-speed internet.

Programs:
- Higher Secondary School Certificate (Science, Commerce and Arts)

CONTACT PERSONS:
- Mr. Zamshedur Rahman, Principal
  principal@dic.edu.bd
- Md. Anamul Hoque, Vice Principal
  vp@dic.edu.bd
- Md. Billal Hossain, Principal (Chandpur)
  principalchr@dic.edu.bd

CONTACT ADDRESS:
- Dhaka:
  Daffodil Tower 02, 3/3, Block - A, Lalmatia, Dhaka-1207.
  Phone: +88 02 9126198, +88 02 8118866
  Cell No: +880 1713493199, 01713493170
- Uttara:
  House-2, Road-1, Sector-6, Uttara, Dhaka. Phone: +8801713493143
- Chandpur:
  1222/1152, Stadium Road, Chandpur - 3600 Phone: +8801713493029, +8801713493091
  E-mail: info@dic.edu.bd, Web: www.dic.edu.bd

Year of Establishment: 2003

Links & Partnership:
- Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education Dhaka Champs 21
Executive Director

It is a fact that, Bangladesh has huge workforces and it will be a great benefit for Bangladesh economy if quality and standard professionals can be developed through comprehensive real life practical job oriented training. Even today, most of our industries rely on foreign workers for their technological consultation and also for implementation; which is slowing down our economic growth in this emerging world. It therefore has become very essential to develop skilled manpower in order to promote more businesses to attract foreign investment even to produce quality products. This question encouraged us to establish Daffodil International Professional Training Institute (DIPTI). So, DIPTI will work on this concerned field to help the educated but unemployed; also to help to the professionals to develop their professionalism and establish their career.

It is a fact that, Bangladesh has huge workforces and it will be a great benefit for Bangladesh economy if quality and standard professionals can be developed through comprehensive real life practical job oriented training. Even today, most of our industries rely on foreign workers for their technological consultation and also for implementation; which is slowing down our economic growth in this emerging world. It therefore has become very essential to develop skilled manpower in order to promote more businesses to attract foreign investment even to produce quality products. This question encouraged us to establish Daffodil International Professional Training Institute (DIPTI). So, DIPTI will work on this concerned field to help the educated but unemployed; also to help to the professionals to develop their professionalism and establish their career.

**Programs:**

**1 Year Diploma Courses**
- Diploma in 3D Animation & Visual F/X
- Diploma in Architectural Visualization
- Diploma in Interior Design
- Diploma in Multimedia
- Diploma in Hardware & Networking Engineering
- Diploma in Web & E-commerce
- Diploma in Software Engineering

**Pre-BBA HSC Programs (Under BTEB)**
- Computer Operation
- Accounting

**Professional Certificate & Short Courses**

**BTEB Trade Courses:**
- Apparel Merchandising
- Computer Programming
- Database Programming
- Computer Office Application
- Hardworking and Networking
- Graphics Design And Multimedia
- Mobile Phone Servicing
- Auto Cad
- Interior Design

**Permanent Campus**
43/R5-B, Indira Road, Panthapath, Dhaka-1215, Bangladesh  
Phone: +88 02 9122017, 01713 - 493267  
01713 - 493233  
E-mail: info@dipti.com.bd  
Web: www.dipti.com.bd

**Kalabagan Campus**
64/6, Lake Circus, Russell Square, Kalabagan, Pantapath, Dha-1205, Bangladesh  
Phone: +88 02 9134695, +880 02 9104460 01713 - 493267  
E-mail: info@dipti.com.bd  
Web: www.dipti.com.bd

**Chandpur Campus**
Daffodil International School Building, Studium Road, Chandpur, Bangladesh  
Contact Person: Md. Rubel Khan  
Cell: 01713-493091  
E-mail: info@dipti.com.bd  
Web: www.dipti.com.bd

**Contact Person:**  
Rathindra Nath Das  
Executive Director  
Email: director@dipti.com.bd

**Year of Establishment: 2004**
Sponsored by Daffodil Computers Ltd., Daffodil International School (DIS) is an institute of Daffodil Education Network and creating a harmonious balance between academic demands, sporting, cultural activities and community life for young students. It aims to strengthen the base of the young generation by following latest academic curriculum and equipping them with latest technology researching on the transcendent skills the kids will require in the future job market. On top of that it ensures social growth of the students with a lot of cultural activities and events. Another aim of DIS is to establish itself as a chain school through operating throughout the sixty four districts of Bangladesh. DIS is also developing new schools in abroad.

Today, Daffodil International School (DIS), is one of the best known ICT focused English medium (Play Group to A level) and English version (Play Group to SSC in National Curriculum) chain schools of Bangladesh that is serving the nation with quality education nurturing the motto Value, Culture and Innovation. We ensure our students will experience truly international schooling here in DIS with strong foot step in education and technology.

DIS is ensuring experienced and qualified teachers, maintaining ideal teacher-student ratio, using latest technology in teaching and learning systems like smart boards, Google Classroom, My e-Kids curriculum, Audio Visual classroom, Library, Play Zone and regular transport systems. We arrange regular parents-teachers meeting for students’ continuous growth. With a wide variety of clubs, students participate in different activities they like and get opportunity to showcase their skills and talents.

Why DIS:
• Digi, NCC Education UK approved center in Bangladesh
• UNESCO Certified ASP Net International school
• British Council International School Award affiliated
• A truly international school having many students from different countries
• Experienced and qualified teachers maintaining ideal teacher student ratio
• Smart boards, Google Classroom, My e-kids and Audio Visual classroom
• Well equipped computer lab with high speed internet
• Numbers of students’ ECA clubs for multi-capacity building education
• Library, play-zone and regular transport support
• Quarterly checkup: Child Psychiatrist and Dentist
• Foreign language learning; French, Spanish, Chinese
• Regular participation in national and international programs and competitions
• Commitment of own permanent campus with standard playground soon.

Programmes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Medium</th>
<th>English Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PG to A Level (Edexcel &amp; CIE)-July/June Session</td>
<td>PG to SSC Level (National Curriculum) - January/December Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Links & Affiliation:

Daffodil International School (DIS) is ensuring experienced and qualified teachers, maintaining ideal teacher-student ratio, using latest technology in teaching and learning systems like smart boards, Google Classroom, My e-Kids curriculum, Audio Visual classroom, Library, Play Zone and regular transport systems. We arrange regular parents-teachers meeting for students’ continuous growth. With a wide variety of clubs, students participate in different activities they like and get opportunity to showcase their skills and talents.

Why DIS:
• Digi, NCC Education UK approved center in Bangladesh
• UNESCO Certified ASP Net International school
• British Council International School Award affiliated
• A truly international school having many students from different countries
• Experienced and qualified teachers maintaining ideal teacher student ratio
• Smart boards, Google Classroom, My e-kids and Audio Visual classroom
• Well equipped computer lab with high speed internet
• Numbers of students’ ECA clubs for multi-capacity building education
• Library, play-zone and regular transport support
• Quarterly checkup: Child Psychiatrist and Dentist
• Foreign language learning; French, Spanish, Chinese
• Regular participation in national and international programs and competitions
• Commitment of own permanent campus with standard playground soon.

Programmes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Medium</th>
<th>English Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PG to A Level (Edexcel &amp; CIE)-July/June Session</td>
<td>PG to SSC Level (National Curriculum) - January/December Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact:

Dr. Md. Mahmudul Hassan
Advisor
advisor@dis.edu.bd

Ms. Rahima K Mirza Rosemary
Senior Vice Principal, vp@dis.edu.bd

M. Nur Khan, Principal (Chandpur)
principalchr@dis.edu.bd

Dhannondi:
H # 9 (old 374), R # 14 (old 29),
Dhannondi R/A, Dhaka
Ph: +8802 913 6467, 913 6468,
+88 01713493226, 01713493192

Chandpur:
1222/1132, Stadium Road, Chandpur - 3600
Ph: 0841- 65944, +88 01713493295.

Baburhat:
Baburhat Model Town, Ward-14, Chandpur -3600
Ph: 01713493029, 01713493091

Gazipur:
H# 196/1, Block-E, Ward-8. (opposite of Mawna fire service station), Sreepur Municipal, Gazipur
Ph: +88 01720108547

DIS English Medium

Dhannondi:
H#11, S#14, Sobhanbag, Dhannondi
Ph: 9135455, 58157516, 9143026
01713493291, 01713493226

Uttara:
H -03, Shonargaon Janapath,
Sector-12, Uttara Model Town, Dhaka
Ph: +8802 8962008, 8931869,
+88 01713493144, 01713493292.

E-mail: info@dis.edu.bd / Web: www.dis.edu.bd / FB: https://www.facebook.com/daffodil.international.school
My e-Kids, a very prominent name in kids’ comprehensive computer education, develops and distributes exemplary computer technology programs (MS Office, Multimedia, Graphics, OS, Telecommunication, Programming, Database, Applied Technology) through different projects to prepare the children of pre-school to class VIII by visual, auditory and tactile learning styles.

The mission of My e-Kids is to develop the future ambassador of the society through technology and education, emphasizing on building moral values, instilling confidence to prepare them for the digitized world.

Kids do get their hands on computers at the early age at home with their parents or siblings, at their friend’s house or at school. At My e-Kids we teach them to do it in right way. Having fun with technology and computers from an early age encourages children to be e-confident and e-competent—a great head start in life!

We are the master franchiser in kids’ education in Bangladesh, started our activities as Daffodil Technokids in the year 2004 in affiliation with Technokids Canada and in the year 2009, we have initiated and revised our institute as My e-Kids, Bangladesh that is registered in UK and operates its services in UK and Malaysia.

My e-Kids regular Project Categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Course Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e-TinyTot</td>
<td>Ages (4-5) 1 yr course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Primary</td>
<td>Ages (6-8) 1 yr course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Junior</td>
<td>Ages (9-11) 1 yr course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Intermediate</td>
<td>Ages (12-19) 1 yr course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Senior</td>
<td>Ages (15-17) 1 yr course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Parents</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Teacher</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Special</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Manager</td>
<td>Customized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Inventor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Journalist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Etrepreneur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Painter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Scientist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. Mahmudul Haque  
E-mail: coordinator@myekids.com  
DIS Corporate Office: Daffodil Tower-04, 102/1 (6th floor), Shukrabad, Mirpur Road, Dhanmondi, Dhaka.  
Email: info@dis.edu.bd  
Dhanmondi: H#11, R#14, Sobhanbag, Dhanmondi  
Ph: 9135455, 58157516, 9143026  
01713493291, 01713493226  
Uttara: H-03, Shonargoon Janapath, Sector-12, Uttara Model Town, Dhaka-1230  
Ph: +8802 8962008, 8931809  
+88 01713493144, 01713493292.  
Dhanmondi: Campus 2: House-11, Road: 14 (Old 29), Dhanmondi Dhaka 1209.

DIS English Version  
Dhanmondi: House # 9 (old 374), Road # 14 (old 29), Dhanmondi R/A, Dhaka – 1209.  
Ph: +8802 913 6467, 913 6468, +88 01713493226, 01713493192  
Chandpur: 1222/1132, Stadium Road, Chandpur - 3600,  
Ph: 0841- 65944, +88 01713493295, 01716493298.  
Gazipur: House# 196/1, Block-E, Ward-B. (opposite of Mawna fire service station), Sreepur Municipal, Gazipur. Ph: +88 01713493234
The development of a dynamic accounting profession is a key component of the economic and business development effort. Therefore, the demand for qualified accounting professionals is always growing and Premier International Academy (PIA) has been set up to meet the demands.

From the beginning, Premier International Academy has been working to fulfill the demand of Professional Accountants. In Premier International College we have set our ethical culture and framework by considering this as an important objective. As a result, Premier International Academy strives to provide a distinctive learning environment that actively engages students, faculty and the business community in developing knowledge and skills relevant to success in a complex global economy.

Facilities:
PIA has been maintaining a firm commitment to provide the state of the art IT facilities to its students since its inception which includes the following:
- Efficient, Expert, Experienced Faculty Members;
- Standard Faculty Ratio;
- Out-sourcing facilities;
- Fully air-conditioned class-rooms and Computer Lab for all day long browsing;
- Education consultancy and processing;
- Latest computer based Exam practice software;
- PIA commits 100% job assurance.
- Backward & Forward linkage;
- Central library which provides a rich collection of books, journals, CDs, articles etc;
- Politics free environment

Services:
- Career Counseling & workshop: PIA provides career counseling and career oriented workshop for betterment of students.
- Academic Counseling: Each faculty member is required to provide additional academic assistance and guidance outside the classroom
- PER Support: PIA provides PER support for the professional level students.
- Placement Cell: Provides support and information to the graduating students for employment opportunities and networking.
- Scholarship Programmes: Full or partial tuition waiver is granted on the basis of academic excellence and extra-curricular activities.
- Registration: PIA provides registration support for ACCA’s admission entry and exam registration.
- Foreign currency payment: PIA provides foreign currency payment support for the smooth progress of ACCA life.

Programmes:
Foundation Diploma (FD)/FIA
CAT
ACCA
BSc. (Hons) in Applied Accounting
Bar-at-Law
CIMA

Affiliation:

Contact Person:
Mr. Mohammed Shakhawat Hossain
Director
E-mail: coordinator_acca@premier-edu.info
Address: 64/4, Lack Circus, Kalabagan, Dhaka-1205,
Phone: +88 0258151226
Cell No: 01713493287, Fax: +880-2-8116103,
E-mail: enquiry@premier-edu.info
Web: www.premier-edu.info
Year of Establishment: 2016

Bangladesh is witnessing the age of science and technology. The pattern of life evolving in this age is very much different from the one we would find in our society even some fifty years back. General education has been substituted by professional technical education in many cases. Technical education imparts knowledge of specific trade, craft or profession and thus technical education offers good opportunity for employment and successful career. Therefore, the demand for technical education is increasing day by day and becoming the first choice to the young generation. So if we can able to turn these huge number of youth in technical education and create scope for them accelerating their skill in top level of expertise surely it will be benefitted for Bangladesh in terms of socio economic development viewpoints that will help to reduce unemployment on the other hand we can earn huge revenue.

In light of this reality, Daffodil Technical Institute (DTI) in affiliation with Bangladesh Technical Education Board (BTEB) has been established as a technical education providing institute under Daffodil Family. We want to offer the opportunity to the students not only acquire higher education but also to provide a balanced environment of intellectual development. Present is the era is rapidly changing in the tide of global demand; people are changing and also changing the education system. The foundation is composed of humanity with the development of talent could contain gist. So, education must be carried out human values that help a student to be a real human being. With a vision of producing talent, transfer values inside the students, makes them moral and above all make the student as a patriot for the nation, DTI has established its own seven storied building in the central point of Panthapath, Dhanmondi, Dhaka with modern computer labs, latest equipment for practical labs, audio visual systems in theory class room, strong security system, WI-FI connectivity and completely a nonsmoking and politics free campus.

**Technologies**

**4 Years Diploma:**
- Diploma in Civil Engineering
- Diploma in Computer Engineering
- Diploma in Electrical Engineering
- Diploma in Telecommunication Engineering

**Contact Person**

**Mr. Rathindra Nath Das**
Executive Director & Principal
E-mail: ed@dti.ac

**Affiliation/Partnership**

**Daffodil Technical Institute**
Address 43/R5-B, Indira Road, Panthapath, Dhaka-1215, Bangladesh
Phone: +88 02 9122016-17, 01713 - 493267, 01713 - 493233
E-mail: info@dipti.com.bd, Web: www.dipti.com.bd

**Kalabagan Campus**
64/6, Lake Circus, Russell Square Kalabagan
Panthapath, Dhaka-1205, Bangladesh
Phone: +88 02 9134695, +880 02 9104460, 01713 - 493267, 01713-493233
E-mail: info@dipti.com.bd, Web: www.dipti.com.bd
DIU has introduced an Internet Campus Radio of its own to increase interaction and activities among its students and teachers. Educative programs are being relayed regularly. The objective is to bring together educators, students, professionals, researchers, industry leaders, facilitate students to develop and share their creativity, link up the Academia with other industries, to give a platform to the student community to share and exchange views, know and perform cultural activities, to know the culture, to develop cross cultural competencies.

www.campusradio.ac

The university has introduced Campus TV to increase interaction and activities among its students and teacher.

The initiative has been taken to support the overall academic experience of students living on campus. Also the campus TV will support the academic and ongoing education needs of the University.

www.campustv.ac
JOBSBD VISION
We want to be the leading trusted contact point for all types of recruitment solutions.

JOBSBD MISSION
We help to connect to the talented Human Resources, find the best recruiters, help to start your own company, develop your skills set through the technology, our network and partners worldwide.

JOBSBD VALUES
* We persistently bring innovative solutions
* We give value to customer/client choice
* We work for mankind
* We work with emotion
* We maintain transparency in everything that we do
* We include latest technology and conduct sufficient research on job and professional world

PURPOSE OF JOBSBD
At Jobsbd, we work to bring humanity and opportunity to the job market to enhance lives, businesses and communities around the world.

WHY WE ?
Best recruitment doesn’t depend only on databases and technology, but also on connecting people with people, matching skills accurately and getting the culture fit exactly right, every time. The best recruitment consultants must have compassion, sector experience and an intuitive understanding of their role in the recruitment process. Therefore, we’ve designed an integrated approach that focuses our more innovative technology and expertise into powerful, easy to use solutions-

* To help you find not only the best quality candidates, but more of them.
* To streamline the process so you can save time and money.
* To help you make smarter decisions to improve your return on investment.

Basically, we want to give you the ability to hire the best like no one else can

JOBSBD PRODUCTS & SERVICES
* Recruitment Services
* Professional Training & Development
* Customized Solutions
* Careerseekers Connect
* Branding

MEMBER OF:

Contact Persons:
Md. Alauddin
CTO
+88 01713493221
cto@jobsbd.com

Md. Sahin Khan
Co-ordinator
+88 01713493221
sahin@jobsbd.com

Address:
Dhaka Office:
Technical and Corporate Care:
House # 11, Road # 14, Dhanmondi, Dhaka-1209

Chittagong Office:
225 A. K. Tower (1st Floor), SK Mujib Road, Chowmahuni, Chittagong, Bangladesh
Tel: +880 312510379, Mobile : +880 1713493159

Malaysia Office:
19A-25-3A (Business Suite) Wisma UOA-1, NO 19 Jalan Pinang, 50450
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
+88 03 21235035, 21235036, 21235037, 21235038
+88 01713493159, 0191195538

recruitment@jobsbd.com

Year of Establishment: 2000
Year of Establishment: 2013

We believe, getting proper education is our fundamental right and therefore the organization has been created to provide necessary and required information on study opportunities that a student looks for before they make major decision on what and where to study. Admission.ac provides a very resourceful and smart search to find you the right school, college, university and even scholarship and job opportunities at home and abroad.

Choosing the right institute and study option is a very important, yet difficult and time consuming task. For lack of information or adequate knowledge, sometimes we fail to take right decision. Even after finding the desired courses, question, remains which one is best also the location becomes a very deciding factor. We work here to help you to take the right decision by providing proper information.

On the other hand, admission.ac can be the right place for the college, institute and universities to generate information among the students and educators when they introduce new courses, programmes and circulate scholarship and job opportunities.

We are working a bridge between the learners and the institutions and are gradually improving the service. We have a team of counselors to guide you on your career path. We try our best to equip people with the knowledge, skills and networks that will last a lifetime.

Already more than 2000 students have successfully transferred their credits to the well-known universities of UK, Canada, USA, Australia and many other countries for their higher study. We have given all the necessary support including initial counseling, admission, scholarship assistance, visa documentation etc.

Our Services:

- Language proficiency enrich programmes
- Admission and Scholarship information
- Financial Assistance Services
- Visa Assistance Services
- On Arrival Assistance
- Assisting in part-time job opportunities
- Opportunity to hear from Industry leaders
- Free Career Guidelines

Contact Person:
Mr. Mamoon Rafiq
Chief Operating Officer
E-mail: coo@admission.ac

Address:
19/1 Concord Regency Tower,
West Panthapath [2nd floor],
Kalabagan Dhaka- 1205. Bangladesh.
Phone: +8802 9134945, +8801713493081
Fax No: 088-02-8152105
E-mail: info@admission.ac, Web: www.admission.ac
Global Recruiting Agency (GRA) is a Government approved manpower recruiting body in Bangladesh established in the year 2016 as a concern of Daffodil Family. GRA is registered and approved by the Ministry of Expatriates’ Welfare and Overseas Employment for local, national and international recruitment for employers in the potential countries around the world. The Client List of GRA is comprised of major national & international organizations.

The main objective of GRA is to create Global Job Opportunities so that they can contribute in the national economy and become self dependent. And this is the point for which we work for skilled, semi skilled and unskilled job seekers and also ensure experienced employment that meets the skills set requirements and fit into the culture of our clients.

We aim to uplift the quality of life of the people we deploy and that can only be achieved by matching them with the best opportunity providers who have the need of their services.

FOCUS POINT OF GRA
✓ GRA works to ensure recruitment solution for skilled and unskilled human resources
✓ GRA is the only agency where two specialized organization named, Bangladesh Skill Development Institute is working for delivering quality training for the members & Jobsbd.com is working for local & overseas employment opportunities for both entry level and white collar jobs
✓ The success rate in Students/Employees study abroad and job placement in abroad

SERVICES BY GRA
Manpower Consultancy Employment Assistance
✓ Visa Assistance
✓ Ticket Assistance
✓ Outsourcing
✓ Offshore recruitment process outsourcing
✓ Staffing Services

Contact
MR. MD. NURUZZAMAN
Chief Executive Officer
M/S. Global Recruiting Agency
Office location: 19/1, Daffodil Concord Tower, Panthapath Dhaka-1205.
Phone: +8802 8156524, 01811-458868, Fax: +8802 8156524
E-mail : info@globalrecruit.info

www.globalrecruit.info
DJIT, Daffodil Japan IT is a Japan based joint venture between BBP Japan and Daffodil Group, Bangladesh. It provides specialized IT and Japanese Language Training as well as global placement services for Bangladeshi young talents.

**Year of Establish: 2013**

**RECRUITMENT**
- Provide recruitment services to Japan, UK, USA, Australia, Malaysia etc.
- Recruitment services for international companies in Bangladesh.
- CV writing and presentation.
- Interview training.
- VISA processing and after arrival support in Japan.

**OUTSOURCING**
- **Graphic Design** - Brochure, logo, stationery, corporate branding, publicity literature, exhibition materials, Large format graphics, promotional items and more.
- **e-Commerce & Web Development** - Innovative responsive e-Commerce, CMS and any kind of web design, development and maintenance.
- **Mobile Apps. Development** - UI design, Android & iOS Apps, Games, Web based mobile development.

**IT TRAINING**
- Professional Training on industry demanded contemporary IT courses like Java/PHP/Android/Ruby/C#.Net etc.
- International curriculum
- High Quality learning aids
- Industry experienced and Certified Training Team
- Assignment, workshops and Projects

**HIGHER STUDY IN JAPAN**
We provide consultancy services to the Bangladeshi students for higher studies in Japan. The interested applicants shall have to complete 150 hours of Japanese language training at DJIT and 1-2 years in Japan. The features of these services are as follows:
- World class education in safe environment
- Part time/full time job availability & scope to reside permanently
- Low tuition fees & easy to get VISA
Daffodil Multimedia is a multi-platform organization which is widely recognized as being industry innovators. The seed of the company was planted in 1990 by Daffodil Computers Ltd. Later on, Daffodil Multimedia was established to create multimedia content based on the choice of our clients and customers wherever, whenever and however they want focusing on product excellence concentrating on audience insight. During the past years we have provided talented individuals and creative business, supported the growth and development of key creative clusters and helped the enterprise to thrive with innovative ideas and unique presentation. We have built up a reputation for great design, fairness, good value and expertise. We are at your service for 24/7, have commitment for the following to our valued customers/clients at any corner of the entire globe:

- Competitive price
- Fast delivery
- High quality
- Innovative services/product quality
- Flexible Solution
- Effortless branding

**Vision:**
To be the trusted and leading creative media to provide the platform of new voices and help in economic growth through exploring the business and ensuring benefit for the entire nation.

**Values:**
We assist our business audiences and clients through creating content, enabling conversations and help them to explore every business opportunity through ensuring the environment for business brand and generating business professionals to optimize relationships.

**Our Services:**

**3D Animation & Modeling:**
We provide international standard better quality work in 3D Animation & Modeling for any kinds of 3D design by 3D STUDIO MAX & MAYA. We are working with the clients of UK & USA etc. for MODEL DESIGN AND Animation work specially, Game design and 3D Advertising.

**Image Editing**
Daffodil Multimedia is capable of taking any complex editing stuff pertaining to photo retouching, cutout, clipping path, photo enhancement, photo restoration and masking. We are the one stop solution for all your photo/image editing needs. We have been serving this domain successfully to our global customers since the past years.

**Clipping Path**
We provide quality work in photo clipping path services all around the earth on daily basis for shoes, garment, ornaments and other product based industries using advance tools such as Photoshop, Illustrator and Fireworks.

**Logo Design**
Daffodil Multimedia offers superior yet affordable logo and emblem designing services for business concerns. We design cool, creative concepts to help up-keep your corporate identity. Our goal is to create the perfect logo for your business, make it the one that you will be proud of.

**3D Model Printing**
Multimedia and Creative Technology (MCT) Department of Daffodil International University provides services for creating and printing 3D models as per demand of the customers. The customers can submit order for printing their own 3D models. The customers may also order for both creating desired 3D models and printing. An order form is available online. For more information please call Shah Md Sadiur Rahman (01847140056) or Send Email to Md Rafiqul Alam - sa@daffodil.com.bd

**Contact Person:**
Mr. Ratindra Nath Das
Director
Mr. Muhammad Rafiqul Alam
Head of Channel & Partner Development
Cell: +8801713493130, +8801811458809
E-mail: sa@daffodil.com.bd

**Address:**
64/3, Lake Circus, Kalabagan, Mirpur Road, Dhaka-1205, Bangladesh.
Corporate office:
102, Shukrabad, Dhanmondi, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
Cell: +8801713493130, +8801811458809
Phone: +8802 9116600
Fax: +8802 8124430
E-mail: sa@daffodil.com.bd
Skype: rafiqbd
Website: http://daffodilmultimedia.com/
Nutec Agro Bd. Ltd is a veterinary company in Bangladesh which was established in 2000. It began its operation with a handful of highly skilled and dedicated professionals guided by an able leadership.

Our vision is to become a no. one veterinary company in Bangladesh where we can establish a highly efficient poultry side. By the year 2025, we want to be the leading veterinary pharmaceuticals company in terms of innovation, value creation and process excellence in registered products. We do extensive research in the relevant area and make sure that the products are developed based on the requirements and ideas created during the research phase. We do it to ensure that the product meets the product guidelines and any regulatory specification.

Contact Person:
Khorshad Alam Khan
Managing Director
Cell: 01611202507
E-mail: newtec.pharma0106@gmail.com

Corporate Address:
Shahid's Asha Tower
House-11, Road-14, Flat: 7B, Dhanmondi R/A,
Dhaka-1209, Bangladesh
Phone: +88-029123913, Mobile: 01762625639
E-mail: info@amarpharma.com

Factory
Comilla, Boro Dhormopur, Bangladesh
Mobile: 01918244018

ACCREDITATION:
DGDA License (Directorate General of Drug Administration)
- Biological License: 301
- Non biological License: 503

DLS License (Department of Livestock Services)
- License No: 150

AHCAB Membership (Animal Health Companies Association of Bangladesh)
- Registration No: 088
Cardio Care, a recent addition to the healthcare services domain in Bangladesh, which brought comprehensive treatment facilities for the cardiac patient in Bangladesh. Along with all the cardiac screening and treatment options, the Cardio Care Hospital ensures the complete line of services including cardiac rehabilitation and hypertension care for the first time in Bangladesh.

OUR MISSION
Cardio Care, a recent addition to the healthcare services domain in Bangladesh, which brought comprehensive treatment facilities for the cardiac patient in Bangladesh. Along with all the cardiac screening and treatment options, the Cardio Care Hospital ensures the complete line of services including cardiac rehabilitation and hypertension care for the first time in Bangladesh.

OUR MOTTO
We believe in patients comfort and service at first. This is our first priority.

FEATURES CARDIO CARE:
- 24/7 Services
- Specialized Doctor
- Professional, Friendly and Enthusiastic Medical Personnel
- Thoughtful, Warm and Courteous Services
- Planned Space Design
- Social Services for the Public

SPECIALIZATION
- Anesthesiology
- Diabetology & Endocrinology
- Bariatric Surgery
- ENT, Head & Neck Surgery
- Internal Medicine
- Headache & Migraine Clinic
- Infectious Diseases
- Gynecology & Obstetrics
- Dermo Cosmetology
- Pediatrics & Pediatric Surgery
- Vascular & Endovascular Surgery
- Gastroenterology & Gastrointestinal Surgery
- Hair Transplant
- Chest Medicine
- Urology/ Andrology
- Orthopaedics
- Neurology & Neuro Surgery
- Cardiology & Cardio Vascular Thoracic Surgery
- Psychiatry/ Psychology/ Neuropsychology
- Pain Management
- General Surgery
- Colorectal Surgery
- Haematology
- 38, Shonargaon Janapath Road, Sector 12, Uttara, Dhaka - 1230, Bangladesh
Bangladesh is a land of emerging economy with huge entrepreneurial opportunities. Now, it has a 160 million population which have 50 million young generation. Each year, around 2 million young are adding to the workforce where only about half of them are being employed leaving half unemployed. Without entrepreneurship development, it is really a big challenge to create new employments for them. It is a good time to make this generation visionary facilitating and involving them more in entrepreneurial activities and which will in turn create more jobs for the economy.

The new entrepreneurs do not have the access to the friendly capital (from entrepreneur side) to materialize their ideas or to bring high growth prospects into their innovations especially at their early stages. An adequate flow of risky capital (from investor side) in our economy could play a leveraging role to boost up entrepreneurial activities. Generally the angel investors and venture capital firms constitute this portion of risky capital for the new companies. In Bangladesh venture or angel investment culture is just at developing stage. With this effort, **Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited (BVCL)** is so formed to provide early stage funds for the new business ventures. BVCL is encouraging the young generation, specially the students to feel BVCL as their friendly element (funds) of ideations and innovations.

BVCL believes that in near future Bangladesh will be the place for the next google, facebook, skype, paypal etc. which were once backed by Angel and venture capital.

**Industries Focus:**
- Information Technology
- Bio-Technology
- Retail (Chain shop, One stop mall, Super shop, Citizen Service & Solution Center etc)
- Auto mobile
- Agri-tech
- Health Care
- Leather Technology
- Light Engineering
- Electrical and Electronics
- Textile
- Tourism
- Entertainment
- Education
- Packaging and Handicrafts
- Renewable Energy
- Other Innovative projects with high growth prospects.
Daffodil Business Incubator: A Hub of Generating Young Entrepreneurs

We have a very talented nation who has ideas and display significant entrepreneurial ambition. They cannot explore their potentiality for the lack of support services, infrastructure, guidance and network. They look for opportunity to start their and give their idea a practical shape. Daffodil Business Incubator has been thought to support this growing need. DBI speed up and systematizes the process of creating successful enterprises by providing an ample and integrated range of support, including incubator space, ensuring business support services, and proving every scope for clustering and networking. DBI also offers new companies the opportunity to rub elbows with others in their world. We like to say that DBI infrastructure is for creative people to define the new economy. Incubation projects are designed to address the following challenges:

- Appropriate office space
- Appropriate support services
- Professional networking

Incubators can help hatch an idea into a successful startup through resources, services and advises. DBI will ensure not only the support services but also will ensure mentorship wherever requires and give them the platform to develop the Network. The physical services at DBI includes specific types of office space, flexible lease terms, access to technology, financing, and technical assistance (such as marketing, legal, finance, HR, and other business development services and may also play a critical role in promoting knowledge transfer, both formally and informally.

**Contact Person:**
Mr. Syed Maruf Reza  
Director  
Cell: +8801713493112  
marufreza@daffodilvarsity.edu.bd

**Address:**
105 Shukrabad, Mirpur Road, Dhanmondi, Dhaka-1207  
Web: incubator.daffodilvarsity.edu.bd

---

**Startup Bangladesh**  
Startup Restaurant & Café has been thought to create a platform through which young, energetic and dedicated startup entrepreneurs as well as established entrepreneurs can be benefited. It is a place for Entrepreneurs, Young or Potential Entrepreneurs to learn, share, network, market and grow together. It offers an ideal environment for the young and potential entrepreneurs which are equipped with all the required facilities to start their business relations.

**Contact Info**
Daffodil Tower, 4/2, Sobhanbag, Mirpur Road, Dhanmondi, Dhaka-1207
Brand of BD is the largest distribution channel and integration point to promote local products/services. It is a nationwide chain outlet that is intended to fulfill the needs and necessity of daily, family, educational, social and professional life of Bangladeshi citizen. The outlet’s will be owned and operate by local entrepreneur. The objective of Brand of BD is to create entrepreneur and employment opportunity and promote local brand products and heritage. Primarily it has been planned to set up 500 outlets in 500 Upazillas. Also local people will get all related facilities by which they will be able to develop their livelihood by getting proper information, education, and quality products & services.

Objective
- To improve quality of lives
- To improve socio economic condition of grass-root level.
- To available citizen services to door steps.
- To emphasis & empower woman entrepreneurship
- To available citizen services to door steps.
- To improve socio economic condition of grass-root level.
- To help to make country Green
- To inspire the use of technology in the daily life
- To make the business process easy and help to make life style simple
- To help to make country Green
- To provide all sorts of education and other supports, like: technical, motivational, marketing

Some of our initiatives:

Apnare.com is an online book store and gift shop to provide academic books and stationeries to student, faculty and staff at the lowest possible price.

bd’souvenir
BD Souvenir is the very first venture of this country which took the noble initiative to manufacture the miniature replicas of the popular historical structures of Bangladesh. Already it has manufactured the 5D replica of Ahsan Manzil and a 3D replica of Oporajeyo Bangla.

NM Clothing is a manufacturing & exporting company, which has been set up with the motto of giving you best quality with added value and customer happiness. We dream of making a Brand in future that will represent Bangladesh to the world as a leading Bangladeshi brand. You are welcome to join in our journey.

Econ Pvt. Ltd has brought the green, affordable, sustainable and easily erectable building technology for meeting the basic needs housing demand for the nation.

Oval Furniture is an initiative of Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited. We offer a variety of Fashionable Furniture and decorative household items that beautifully complements your home and office. We have a loyal commitment to quality and take great pride in our timeless designs, premium materials and expert artistry.

Primax Home Appliances Service is a different kind of business institution. It offers expert mechanics for home appliances maintenance and repair services. The company was founded in July, 2013.

Contact Persons
Mr. Jafar Ahmed Patwary
Mr. Md. Rashadul Islam
Cell: +8801713493016

Contact Info
102/1, Shukrabad, Dhanmondi, Dhaka-1207 (6th Floor)
Phone: +88 02 9138234-5, 9136694, Fax: +88 02 9131947,
E-mail: od@brand.org.bd, info@brand.org.bd
Web: www.brand.org.bd

Blank
Daffodil Brand Shop

Year of Establishment: 2016

Daffodil Brand Shop is for Daffodil Brand Lovers! Daffodil Family has 35 members and gradually the family is growing. We are introducing new product, services and also promoting Daffodil Family Members and their innovation through different events and initiatives. Daffodil Brand Shop is the place to find all the innovations, services and products in a single point to make them available for all.

Accordingly, we are trying to accommodate all those products and services which are necessary and important to the students and have real demand in our family members. For an example, daily necessary product like Dairy, Calendar, Pen, Bag, Pen Holder, T-shirt, Track suit, Small note book, ID card Holder, Ribbon, Souvenir, Gift Box and etc are available in Daffodil Brand Shop.

We brought Daffodil cycle for the students and student will get installment facilities while purchasing it. Daffodil Brand shop will be spread over country with Kiosk for the Daffodil Brand lover of us.

Kiosk

Year of Establishment: 2012

Kiosk has been founded to bring a new simple and hassle free shopping experience for the customers. The mission is to make life easy by providing the customers a meaningful choice in shopping the daily and essential needs for a healthy social life.

At KIOSK, we have brought together products ranging from grocery, spices to household products for daily and family needs under one roof and can order the products using most popular online shopping cart. We are continuously upgrading and changing product offering, new signage and lowered sightlines for a modern shopping experience. We ensure the quality brands are at the lowest possible price and prompt delivery.

Product Categories:
- Beverages
- Centre store
- Dairy/Bakery
- Ethnic
- Health & Wellness
- Meat & Seafood
- Pharmacy & Beauty
- Technology & Equipment
- Books Corner
- Gift Items
Daffodil International University (DIU) strives for ensuring inclusive quality education in the country. As part of DIU vision, the university has taken a holistic approach under its new innovative strategy, to integrate all education components within the project, naming, ‘Daffodil Smart Education City’, a futuristic city, spurs IT driven technology. DIU wants to develop a self-sustain education city, in view to capitalize every aspect of higher education eco-system. DIU has crafted ideas with innovation and designed the action plan of establishing such venture for ensuring integrated-sustainable education for true learning which will be located at Ashulia, Dhaka. Avid education seeker and learner can receive their education, starting from the pre-learning to advanced level of education here. We shall provide all modern education learning tools and shall adopt the processes before the student so that they might be able to get familiar with diverse horizon of education and may become the part of nation building process. Viewing the Education components of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and targets, DIU believes in ensuring sustainable knowledge platform and Daffodil Smart Education City encourages entrepreneurial culture which will spur the establishment of start-up organizations, facilitates transforming local economies and put Daffodil Smart Education City on the global map.

To create employment opportunities through the establishment of knowledge-based start-up business and IT/ITES & advanced hi-tech industries in particular, SEC will establish a dedicated IT park.

The Daffodil Smart Education City will be a self-sustained educational hub where we will provide world class education from pre-school level to post graduate courses/advanced level of education with specialization. Core components of the city would be Residential School and College, School for Under Privileged student, Medical College & Hospital, Nursing College, Vocational Training Institute, Research Centers and Labs – Outreach Programme (Vision 2021 & 2041 center; International Centre; Islamic/Quranic/Theological Research Centre; Research Centre on Trade and Economy; World Trade Organization (WTO) Centre; Bangladesh Centre; Socio Economic Research Centre), International language center, Skill Centre for Industry Academia, Experiential Learning Centre, International Exchange Programme, Incubation Centre, Data Centre, Centre for Environmental Management. Since DIU maintains a good networking with international partner institutions, renowned research institutions shall tie-up in establishing research centres to transform the vibrant, collaborative and city-based lifelong-learning cultural initiative into reality. Smart Education City will also act as catalyst for the use of human resources and provide job placement services to the students. To catalyze economic transformation, a bank will also be established. SEC will also institute various business centre which will ensure comprehensive demand of the student and resident of SEC. Providing quality infrastructure in the form of residential facilities for students and faculty, schools, colleges, university student centre, scholarship and funding wing for the students, international faculty accommodation, student dormitory, health and fitness center, hotel with international flavor, residential facility for staff and other key peoples, dedicated hospital, mass transport system for internal and external communication, rail communication, nature trail, bike lane, sports facilities/gym/swimming pool/sauna leisure facilities/boating, multipurpose playground (for cricket, football, basketball, tennis, golf course, athletic field), shopping mall and amusement park, private zoo, national and international exhibition hall, apartments, power generation centre, and other state of the art amenities of importance is envisioned to attract good quality living at Smart Education City. To minimize the ecological footprint, the city will also be conceived as eco-friendly campus.
Physical Infrastructure is one of the greatest strengths of Daffodil Family and already it has been praised from all arenas for its ideal design, innovation, technological incorporation in its building and resources. With the pace of time, while developing its own infrastructure, for its different units, Daffodil Family has already achieved the knowledge and expertise in developing Ideal Business and Educational resources. Also gradually, the scope of Construction Company is expanding hugely in these days and making notable contribution in global economy. In Bangladesh, due to the reason of Urbanization, the Construction Industry has grown considerably during the last two decades. As the sector is growing, it is ensuring employment for about 3.5 million of peoples directly and indirectly. So, Daffodil Family has also initiated its own Construction unit considering its long term experiences in this field while developing its own infrastructure, particularly setting up Modern & Innovative Ideal Academic Building Structure, Business Units and Service Centers.

Another reason for setting up the Construction Unit is to create employment for the skilled but unemployed segment of our population. While serving in different organizations, we have achieved the reputation and satisfaction from our clients for the innovative, creative, standard, Techno-Friendly, ideal client services and that we achieved as we understand the demand of the time, trend and people to service its business objective. We listen to the clients, know their budget and give highest priority to their time and deliver the services on time.

A team of Capable, reliable, hard-working people are ready to serve you with innovative design, value engineering, and property development.

Daffodil has worked with numerous large projects with Government and among others Bangladesh Railway Online Ticketing Systems, Bangladesh Road Transport Authority Information Systems, and Chittagong Port Container Terminal Computerization Projects etc. This has inspired us to take the challenges of International Projects and to work with Government under public private partnership model.

Our Services:
We go beyond on time and on budget. Our pre-dominant service areas are:

- Infrastructure development
- Civil work
- Residential complexes
- Academic Infrastructure
- Ideas Teaching & Learning Centers
- Hostel Building/Restaurant/Hospitals/
- Auditorium
- Sustainable Construction
- Safety
- Virtual Construction

We work for the following reasons:

- We listen to you carefully and Ask questions
- We assist you to develop sustainable plan
- Anticipate your needs.
- Provide the highest level of service and quality throughout the building process.
- Be proactive and provide solutions.
We give value to our clients, partners, members and well-wishers

Our success for more than 23 years would not have been possible without the support of many partners, associations, institutions, organisations who share our philosophy of serving the society, inspiring hope, empowering change and transforming lives. We appreciate and thank them for believing in our mission.

Membership for cooperation in Academic Sector-

We are also extremely grateful to many Educators, Leaders, Celebrities, Policy Makers, Foreign Friends, Delegates, Media Personalities and Ambassadors who helped us to bring increased awareness and add values to our programmes and services. We thoughtfully remember our international partner network as a “Global Family” and thank for their gracious support.

Finally, we thank all members of Daffodil Family for their commitment to our endeavour.

Chairman, DIU represents the university in AUPF 2012 held at Dongseo University, Sasiang-gu, Busan, Korea
Infrastructure & Resources of Daffodil Family

Daffodil Family has concentrated to ensure an ideal and favourable business and learning environment for research, development and study. To meet this objective Daffodil Family has extended its land and resources in different cosmopolitan areas. We have facilitated our campus and other Business offices with all necessary support services, friendly and approachable staff and other modern resources. We tried to create an environment to make lasting friendship and enjoy everything that one of the best organisations has yet to offer. We are very much concerned on sustainable development issues and planning our infrastructure and resources accordingly.

The campuses of different education wings under the group has been planned in different cosmopolitan areas of Dhaka city and outside the city considering the facilities, demand for quality education at different levels among the local people. We are steadily expanding our network nationally and internationally.

The city campus of Daffodil International University is located at different areas such as-DIU Main Campus/Admin Building at 102/1 Shukrabad, Mirpur Road, Dhaka (it’s an 8 storied building), Lalmatia Campus at 3/3, Block-A, Lalmatia, Dhaka-1207 (it’s a 5 storied building with all latest learning equipments and planning to construct 18th Storied Building very soon), 4/3 Sobhanbag, Mirpur Road, Dhaka (A prominent building at a prominent location, Each floor is 11,400 Sq. Ft and it is an 11 Storied building with 2 basements). It accommodates classrooms, Dean’s office, CDC, JMC, Auditorium, Gymnasium, Smart Classroom, Studio, Gallery, Seminar Room etc., Concord Tower at Pathapath Dhaka is a 5 storied Commercial building each floor having 11,000 Sq. Ft. with Basement for car Parking and Library building at 100 Shukrabad Dhanmondi Dhaka is a 6 storied Building in VIP road. DIU has hostel facilities at different locations and near to its campuses (7 storied building at Tejtuiri bazaar, 5 storied building at Sobhanbag, 8 storied building at Uttara and at permanent campus 1500 students capacity)

The permanent campus of Daffodil International University is listed as the most beautiful campuse in Dhaka city and attracted all media, won the heart of many students, faculties and so on. It is situated in Datta Para, Ashulia Model Town Savar. The total campus area is about 70-acre and is regularly developing the campus with all modern facilities.

Daffodil International School has also expanded its campus in different areas in Dhaka City and Chandpur area. The School has land for permanent campuses at Uttara (About 1 acre of land at Sonargaon Jonopath), Green Model Town (2 acres of land) and in Chandpur district (a few acres of land with lots of building and set up.)

Daffodil International College has owned a land to expand its operation in Chandpur District (1 acre of land) at Baburhat Model Town, Bangla-desh Skill Development Institute extended its operation in Chandpur in it’s own land at Comilla Road, besides Baburhat Filling Station), Daffodil Institute of IT (DIIT) started operation on its permanent campus in Beparipara, Agrabad Chittagong (4 storied building on its own land).

All the campuses have excellent communication links to all parts of the city from where transportations are readily available.

Daffodil Computers Ltd. is running it’s own set up at 64/4 lake circus kalabagan (6 storied building). Daffodil Computer Ltd. also expanded its operation in Chittagong in long back in its own office at Bepar Para (4 storied building at its own building in Agrabad). DCL also has it’s showroom in a commercial building with 3000 Sq. ft. at Agarbad, Seikh Mujib Road. Daffodil Computer Ltd. also have a lucrative setup at Panthapath, near Pan Pacific Hotel. (A land which will be multistoried and headquarters of DCL)

The group has set up Corporate Office and outlets of Hardware Software products at different posh areas in the city. The Corporate office is situated at 102/1 Shukrabad Mirpur Area. It is a well decorated modern office with conference room, international communication desk, outsourcing zone, research & development department, software headquarters and etc. The group has also planned a Corporate Office at Panthapath (Opposite to Bashundhara Mall).

We have 10 acres of land beside Dhaka-Chittagong high way and 15 acres of land at Comilla Hilly area (Beside Comilla University) for future projects. Also we have land at Basundhara- Baridhora where some future projects will be implemented. At present the group has some buildings at different cosmopolitan areas while different concerns are in operation.
Daffodil Family appreciates good work.

Daffodil Family recognizes inspirational and socially active people. We believe that we can bring the change with our collective effort and people have the power to change the world for the better. To inspire people for their good effort Daffodil Family recognizes good work. We believe this recognition inspire others to do good works. Through this recognition we try to do the following things:

- Motivate people for their contribution to the society
- Create Awareness
- Let the good work to know by others.
- Empower people to achieve their full potential
- Engage people in social work to make a difference

We follow a set of principles that guide and govern the conduct of the company. We do this from our ethical practice. We practice this inside and outside the company.

- Rewarding employee for every good work
- Rewarding people & organization for their good work

Daffodil Family feels the employees are the best asset. Therefore, people in the Family inside the group enjoy the privilege of a remarkable bouquet of opportunities to fulfill their diverse aspirations and dream.

In the year 2015 Daffodil acknowledged Contribution and awarded its most seniors employees in a grand program named “Daffodil Family Day”.

In the year 2014, Daffodil International University conferred the D.Litt. Honoris Causa on Dr. Achyuta Samanta as part of its social commitment.

Dr. Samanta is a legendary social entrepreneur of India. Dr. Achyuta Samanta is the founder of many prestigious institutions of Odisha in India and they include the Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology (KIIT) University and the Kalinga Institute of Social Sciences (KISS).

Dr. Samanta founded KIIT University in 1992 with a meager amount of Indian Rs. 5,000 only and developed this into a multidisciplinary institution with over 21,000 students from across the globe. This state-of-the-art university spreads over 25 square kilometers of area.

KISS, is a home to over twenty thousand tribal students studying from kindergarten to postgraduate levels free of cost. Having started as a protégé of KIIT University, KISS has now become instrumental in putting smile on the faces of a million poor people through more than 20 of its branches in the tribal districts of India.

Daffodil & KISS will work jointly for developing Bangladeshi deprived students.
Daffodil Family has become more than a business entity. The concerns and the team at Daffodil Family are working like a family. As the Family is growing, special events and accomplishments are always taking place. Special moments, days, achievements are always celebrated here at grand scale because Daffodil Family believes the employees and its clients are always ahead of anything. Every year we plan and organize endless types of events which have already got signature mark outside the world.

Event Highlights

Mr. Annisul Huq, Mayor of Dhaka North City Corporation and the Chief Guest of the 14th Foundation Anniversary, DIU, delivering speech during the Foundation Anniversary of the university.

A part of core people who are serving Daffodil Family since the Day 1, are seen with the Chairman of the group, in a photo-session.

17th International Conference on Computer & Information Technology (ICICT), hosted by DIU. Mr. Zunaid Ahmed Palak, MP Honorable State Minister, Ministry of Post, Telecommunications and Information Technology, Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh was present as the chief guest.

Participants along with distinguished guests at the inaugural ceremony of XI Asian-Pacific Astronomy Olympiad (APAO), hosted by DIU.

Featuring Google for Education

Association for Computing Machineries - International Collegiate Programming Contest (ACM-ICPC), hosted by DIU

My e-kids camp, hosted by DIS is a platform to expose inner qualities of the kids

Grand Gathering of Bankers-Entrepreneurs-Stakeholders at Global Money Week
To develop DISS as a center of learning excellence for the hard up section of our society, giving them the opportunity for education and industry skills training, make them employable and breaking the cycle of poverty through transforming their lives.

Daffodil Institute of Social Sciences (DISS) is a residential institute for the Disadvantaged, Underprivileged, Street and Orphan children in Bangladesh, providing accommodation, food, healthcare, education from Kindergarten to Postgraduate, vocational training and all other basic amenities of life absolutely free with a job after completion of education.

DISS has signed an agreement with KISS under which KISS as part of its social commitment will render necessary financial and technical assistance to bringing free quality education for the poorest children of Bangladesh. KISS will provide partly financial and technical assistance initially to start with 350 children, building, furniture, equipment, vehicle, etc. Primarily it will operate from standard 1 to Standard VII with 50 students in each class.

MISSION
To develop a high tech and technical skill focused learning centre for the poor and deprived children of the society, ensure them specialized learning atmosphere to develop their professionalism from the early age, empowering them to ensure their contribution in the national economy.

VISION
To develop DISS as a center of learning excellence for the hard up section of our society, giving them the opportunity for education and industry skills training, make them employable and breaking the cycle of poverty through transforming their lives.

WHY THIS INITIATIVE
- Reduce the percentage of dropout students
- Poverty eradication through education and training
- Develop a skilled manpower
- Remove the social collusion and establish the mankind for social development
- Build a sustainable development in our society

Contact Information:
MS. FARHANA HAQUE
Coordinator
Cell: 01847140186
Corporate Social Responsibility

The core focus of Daffodil Family has been set from the thought of “What type of society we would like to build and what would be our contribution to the society.” The entire Family work on its core mission: to serve the country through ICT and Education. The service and feature of the group directly fill the gap to get a poverty-free skilled nation. With the pace of time Daffodil Family has come to a position that can be a model to be followed by others. The nature of its concerns, product line and the services which is provided by the group reflects its ethical practices. The Family has already created a respectful image in people’s mind towards the organization through its work and effort.

Brand Represents Equal Value:
Daffodil Family really works hard to change the definition of Corporate Social Responsibility. The product line and the services for the focused Family cost the same as its given value. We serve the immediate community, people of all ages and largely the youth which is the vibrant Family at an affordable cost.

Wider Audience:
The audience/focus Family for its products/services covers people from all ages. Daffodil Family provides education from Play Group to Post Graduate levels. It has professional Development Institutes where anyone at any ages can join to sharpen their skills. Also its products have huge popularity at home and abroad.

Developing Human Resources:
Skilled workforce development is vital for a nation to compete and to grow. One of the main focuses of Daffodil Family is to help to develop skilled work forces. Our skill development training initiatives are of following categories:
- Fresh Graduates
- Professionals
- Half Educated People at Rural Community
- Corporate Clients
- Transnational Citizens

Facilitating Disadvantaged Community:
A trained workplace can help nations and communities improve economic growth, reduce poverty and achieve sustainable development. Since its establishment, the Family has already trained thousands of disadvantaged people and made them employable. Many of them are employed at local and international job markets and some become self employed. Besides, Daffodil Family is going to set up a project with KISS. The disadvantaged children will get opportunity to study to eradicate poverty there.

Developing Entrepreneur to promote economic growth and job creation:
Unemployment, both of educated and uneducated manpower, has become one of the most common issues in Bangladesh, where Daffodil Family focuses on creating entrepreneurs:
- With Support from DCCI, the Chairman of Daffodil Family initiated creating 2000 entrepreneur projects where DIU shouldered this project from beginning to end.
- DIU and IamSME of Bangladesh signed an agreement where DIU will support with required training and knowledge as Knowledge Partner.
- Included Entrepreneurial learning module in University and added in the syllabi of school, college and other institutes of Daffodil Family.
- Added practical classes/events to develop entrepreneurship quality among students.

Developed Leaders:
Daffodil Family creates leader. The students’ success rate in job market is 95%. Also, students are doing jobs at different well reputed organizations at home and in abroad. The Family encourages the young students to create entrepreneurs.

Developed Team:
Happy employees create happy customers which produce business results. The statistics of employee turnover rate during the past years proves that Daffodil Family highly evaluates its employees and ensures all benefits for their development. It is evident that, Daffodil has employees who have been serving here since its establishment.

Daffodil is going to set up a daycare centre for the children of its employees. Children will be able to be with their parents. It will motivate its employees and will keep them attentive to work.

Jibika Baburhat Project, Chandpur
Daffodil Foundation has initiated a project: ‘Jibika Baburhat Project’ in Chandpur from 2015 in association with Center for Zakat Management (CZM) with a view to reducing poverty, creating new entrepreneur in root level & turning disadvantaged community to self dependent. Primarily 500 beneficiaries has started various small businesses, like- Handicrafts (including block and batiks, embroidery, etc.), hand Loom, poultry, hatchery, cloth and tailoring, horticulture, fishing, agro-based and food products, jute, furniture, grocery shop, light engineering, plastics, leather goods, medicines, metal-work, electronics and electrical, plantation/specialist farming/ tissue-culture and related business, foundry, sewing, weaving, home services, etc. They are guided & nurtured in a way by which their business will be grownup in very short time and they will create more job opportunities for others in their business. Beneficiaries get necessary medical support from ‘Yousuf Khan Medical Center’ and children get education by some institutes.

Our policies are totally different from so called NGOs that give loan to underprivileged people with interest and lenders face difficulty for repaying the loan with interest. Over the time, the interest of loan becomes so higher that beneficiaries cannot be able to repay it and become burden and default. Considering the return in terms of social and economic changes, Jibika project has been a miracle to the beneficiaries to change their fate. They have gained confidence and faith upon them that they also can do it! The project will help to change the society with poverty-free nation and positive people. We hope every individual will come forward with their strength and ability to play role to social changes!
Innovation in Work, Innovative Thought:
Since inception, Daffodil Family believed in innovation in facilitating growth and value addition its customers. Here are some examples of such initiatives:
• Brought first local brand PC
• Established fully ICT Supported University
• Initiated first IT Institute “DIIT” in Bangladesh
• Set up first job portal in Bangladesh
• Created ECI to develop Entrepreneur
• Introduced Free Laptop Distribution Project [in DIU and BSDI] for Students; contributed to the beautification of Dhaka City; initiated the Green Campus in Ashulia; supported DCCI by “Creating 2000 Entrepreneurs” introduced a new post Emeritus Professor to pay honor to resourceful employees; awarded DLitt. Degree to Achutya Samant, Brought Professor to pay honor to resourceful employees; awarded DLitt. Degree to Achutya Samant, Brought

Learning from the Leaders:
Students learn very well when they listen from the leaders. They like to follow the leaders. It motivates them and helps them to focus on their goals. Daffodil Family invites leaders from different sectors to address the students and to share their success stories. For an example: The famous motivational speaker and author of The World at your Feet Mr. Sabirul Islam visited Bangladesh to inspire the young generation. It was among the most successful programmes in Bangladesh history and got huge popularity among the youths.

Bridging the Digital Divide in Bangladesh and Empowering Women:
In Bangladesh, women represent 50% of our total population and to ensure a sustainable economy we need to ensure women’s participation. Daffodil Family believes Education is one of the most important means of empowering women with the knowledge, skills and self-confidence necessary to participate fully in the development process and therefore initiated several projects to motivate them to work; also to inspire women in ICT Education & training them in job skills so that they become self-dependent. Some of our popular projects are:

Bringing Quality Education at Affordable Cost:
The “ethical” business sense has led Daffodil to move into the private education sector with a view to serving the society through developing ICT and Education sectors. Daffodil Family has tied up with NCC Education (UK) to provide quality ICT education locally. In 2002, Daffodil International University came into being when there were only a handful of private universities in Bangladesh. The fees are very reasonable, at about 40% of the most expensive private university which allowed disadvantaged rural students entry. Out of the regular 12000 students, 75% are from rural background. Traditionally, the highly competitive entrance examinations of the public universities did not allow a proportionate number of rural students to get in. So, disadvantaged rural students should make an impact towards poverty alleviation in the rural areas.

Contributed in Developing Education Systems:
Daffodil Family has brought a new way to run education systems. The total education Systems at Daffodil Education Network is fully automat-ed. It sets new dimension education systems which are followed by others. Some of its new inventions are:
• Learning Feedback Systems for Ensuring Interactive Teaching & Learning Systems
• Entrepreneurial Education at Early Education Systems
• Forum
• Job Tracking Systems
• Interactive Education Learning Tools
• Moodle
• Competency Based Teaching & Learning Systems
• Hybrid Class Systems
• Quality Education at affordable cost
• Developed content
• E-Learning systems the most cost effective method of disseminating high-end “expert” level instruction from “one to many”

World Tobacco Day 2013 organized by Daffodil Group

World No Tobacco Day-2013 Ban Tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship Organisation

DIU donates computer to Bangladesh Thalassemia Foundation

DIU donates fund to Rana Plaza victims

DIU donates fund to Bangladesh Thalassemia Foundation

Official flight of Daffodil Helicam held successfully

Honorable Chairman, Daffodil with students in Blind Education & Rehabilitation Development Organization (BERDO)
DIU, ACI Ltd. sign MoU:
Daffodil International University (DIU) and ACI Ltd signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) to develop course materials and modules and offer collaborative Agro-industry specific training courses for student of Entrepreneurship development with foreign institutes/ universities (where needed) keeping academic and professional synergy. Both the institutions will jointly develop internship programme for the student’s at graduate and Master’s level and Human resources exchange and capacity building initiatives between ACI Ltd and DIU.

Daffodil Family Inspires the Genius to Explore their Potentiality:
In Bangladesh there are many potential youths who fail to explore their potentiality for proper guidance and scope. One of the core focuses of Daffodil Group is to inspire those potential young generations to flourish their mastermind. With a view to promoting & popularizing golf, and creating sportive mood among the students, DIU is sponsoring Md. Shakahwat Hossain Sohel, a well known Professional Golfer of the country from the CSR perspective.

Employment Quota for Women and Physically Disadvantaged People:
Daffodil Family ensures employment quota for physically disadvantaged people. Also in employment, women get equal preference in leading the organization.

To Train up 10 Lakhs freelancer for ICT & General Freelancing Job:
Already Bangladesh is a potential name in ICT and General Outsourcing Freelancing. Bangladesh is named as the top 3rd country in ICT Freelancing and we are yet to get its highest advantages. Unless Bangladesh achieves this goal of developing required manpower at a brisk pace, it’s positional advantage that it has over other countries like India in terms of infrastructure and other resources shall be lost. To make a big entry into this, Bangladesh should have at least about 10 lakhs trained and certified people in different areas. Our effort starts from here. Already Daffodil Group has taken an initiative to train human resources in this sector.

Our vision is to-
• Position ICT and General outsourcing freelancers as the largest source of our national GDP
• Create awareness among the general people/community
• Set outsourcing as a sustainable sector in Bangladesh

Students under the project of One Student One Laptop

Daffodil International University organized Human Chain Program demanding safe road in association with “Nirapad Sarak Chai” to raise consciousness of the mass people on the matter.

Daffodil sponsors Md. Shakahwat Hossain Sohel, a popular Professional Golfer of the nation from the CSR point of view.

Scenic view of Road Beautification Project sponsored by Daffodil.
Participation of Daffodil Group with Government Organizations Project in PPP Model:
Daffodil Family has a record to work with Government Organisation in several projects and signed agreement for different development causes. The following are noteworthy:
• DIU signed agreement with Bangladesh Institute of Management (BIM) to facilitate collaborative programmes for the students.
• Daffodil International University (DIU) and Bangladesh Foreign Trade Institute (BFTI) signed MoU for developing course materials and modules to offer masters programmes on International Trade in collaboration with foreign universities
• To promote science and increase the number of enrollment of science students in secondary and higher secondary levels a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for strategic partnership between Daffodil International University (DIU) and Bangladesh Freedom Foundation (BFF) has been signed.
• Daffodil Institute of IT and Ministry of Women & Children Affairs jointly initiated a project called “Promoting computer literacy amongst women for self employment”.
• Daffodil International University worked as Research and Entrepreneurs Development Partner of Dhaka Chamber of Commerce & Industry in Creating 2000 Entrepreneur Projects along with Bangladesh Bank.
• MOU with CTO Forum, Centre on Integrated Rural Development for Asia and the Pacific (CIRDAP) and Small & Cottage Industries Training Institute (SCITI) a project of BISIC has been signed to contribute to the society.
• DIU is working jointly with Bangladesh Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (BCSIR) which plays a very important role in the field of scientific and industrial development of the country to facilitate the country’s inventions together.
• Bangladesh Small and Cottage Industries Corporation (BSCIC) and Daffodil International University signed an agreement to support skill development centers of BSCIC situated at different places of the country.
• Daffodil International University and Bangladesh Skill Development Institute is working together with Bangladesh Agro-Processors’ Association (BAPA) in TOT an Entrepreneurship Development and preparation of the successful Business Plan

Scholarship Programmes:
Daffodil Family through its educational ventures is providing attractive scholarship packages to about two thousand poor but meritorious students every year. There are also other scholarship programmes in the educational ventures of Daffodil Group which facilitate a large number of students according to their merit.

DIU provides 25% of its students with scholarships under various categories considering their merit, financial condition, etc. Almost 2500 students are availing scholarships in every semester.

Daffodil Foundation:
Daffodil Family also plays a vital role in corporate social responsibility through Daffodil Foundation which is continuously working to support needy but meritorious students by providing many benefits including logistics, finance, job etc.

Green Campus for CSR Page:
Green Campus is a movement to shape up DIU as most sustainable universities through academic programs and environment responsible behavior. To meet new environmental goals DIU has taken the Strategy for Resource Efficiency and Sustainability through promoting eco-friendly ‘green projects’ for ensuring greener, cleaner, safer and healthier campus to work and live. DIU Green Campus initiatives are ‘volunteer led’, research informed’ and ‘practice focused’. We encourage our students, staff and faculty to work towards a pollution-free, carbon-neutral, eco-sustainable, and ‘go-green’ pioneer university campus.

Green Campus for CSR Page:
• Forestation of Local Roads
• Eco-friendly buildings and infra structures
• Tree plantation (traffic islands, planned forestry & gardening, etc.)
• Bio-gas plant
• Beautification
• Vegetation
• Use of Solar energy/solar car
• Use of by-cycle
• Water conservation
• Carbon management plan
• Greenhouse gas reduction etc.

Prize Giving Ceremony of World Book Day
Daffodil Foundation is a non-government, non-profitable, non-political, voluntary & charitable organization that strives for nurturing high ethical standards, equal opportunity, gender equality, non-discrimination, transparency and accountability through CSR. The foundation is founded in 2004 and registered in Joint Stock Companies of Bangladesh under Society Registration Act 1860.

Some of the CSR activities are mentioned below:

**Education:**
Daffodil Foundation has been providing scholarship from 2010 under a pilot project named ‘Daffodil Scholarship (DS)’. A good number of students from different renowned public & private universities, schools, colleges, Madrasas are getting monthly scholarship from this scholarship project. Beside, students are also getting support for university admission, free book, medical treatment, religious direction and other academic expenditures from DF. Students are preparing themselves to set them in good career/profession; take over the responsibility of their family & keep contribution to change the society and nation.

Students are also engaged with various kinds of extracurricular activities like debate, rotary act club, voluntary work like blood donation, cultural activates, competition, creative writing.

**Training & Development:**
With a view to developing skilled manpower the students, unemployed graduate & others are getting computer training training/workshop at free of cost from Daffodil Foundation. Donating PC/laptop to different educational institute & students is also part this kinds of activities.

**Human Resources Development:**
To reduce unemployment, create a skilled workforce for the society, more than thousands of people are getting career opportunity in many multinational companies & career advice by top listed job platform including Jobsbd.com under its Human Resource Development Program.

**Programs for Disability:**
To provide educational, medical and related support, Daffodil Foundation is jointly working with some associations who are working with disabilities like- Blind Education and Rehabilitation Development Organization (BERDO).

**Self Development:**
To reduce poverty by creating new entrepreneur in grass-root level by proper utilization of Zakat fund and turning disadvantaged community to self dependent, Daffodil Foundation has started a project in Chandpur named ‘JibikaBaburhat Project’. This project is running from September 1, 2015 in association with Center for Zakat Management (CZM).

Awareness on early marriage, Immunization, Maternal & Child Health, Drug Addiction, Family Planning, Blood donation, tree plantation, free medical camp, winter cloth distribution, child labor, fight against contaminated food, promoting women entrepreneur, taking care of orphanage- are frequently practiced by the Foundation.

Daffodil Foundation (DF) has started several projects in Chandpur titled ‘JibikaBaburhat Project, Chandpur’ in association with Center for Zakat Foundation (CZM) with a view to creating 1000+ self-dependent families through various kinds of business and these families will become solvent in future.

The purpose of zakat fund is to eradicate poverty permanently, so upholding zakat rules will bring the social change that is the objective of practicing zakat. We initiated Jibika project two years back with intention to implement zakat fund property as directed by Islam.

Daffodil Family entitled 1000 disadvantaged families with handsome amount of interest free loan based on their business plan to initiate their business by their own under first phase of the Jibika Project. More than 70% families have been successful to establish their own business, become self-sufficient, expand their business, and create more job opportunities and market. We have also initiated school project for free education services for those disadvantage families and health services from several medical centers to ensure better health care for them.

2000+ people are availing benefits of this project directly or indirectly who are getting support without zero percent interest.

**Contact Persons:**
Mr. Mominul Haque Majumder  
Treasurer

Mr. Md. Abdullah-Al-Mamun (Badshah)  
Coordinator (Corporate Office)

Web: www.daffodilfoundation.org  
FB: www.fb.com/daffodilfoundation

**Corporate Office**
Daffodil Tower-04, 102/1 (6 th Floor),  
Shukrabad, Dhanmondi, Dhaka-1207

Phone: +88 02 9138234-5, 9104789-90
Cell: 01811- 45 88 50
E-mail: info@daffodilfoundation.org

**Project Office (Chandpur)**
1222/1132, Stadium Road,  
Chandpur – 3600
Cell: 01713- 49 30 91
E-mail: bmt@daffodil-bd.com
Global Presence:

We live in an era of globalization and people are now considered as global citizen. "Go Global" is the trend of today. In order to extract its global presence, Daffodil Family has already met the demanding quality standards of its customers in terms of both products and services. It’s the result of commitment for excellence in everything company do, continuous advancement, innovation and teamwork.

This inspiring success encouraged Daffodil Family for eying abroad and going global. Today Daffodil Family is concentrating on their expansion in the international arena and holding its flag beyond Bangladesh shores. Daffodil Family has already started to operate in different countries including USA, UK, Malaysia and Dubai.

Already Daffodil Family Malaysia has started its operation

**USA:**
PREMIER INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE INC.
64-01 35 Ave, Woodside, NY 11377
Mobile +19176027564
Phone-+1-718-841-7926, Fax: +1-800-655-4018

**UK:**
PREMIER COLLEGE OF LONDON LIMITED
House-17 Cedarcroft Road, Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1RS, London, UK

**Malaysia:**
Daffodil Group Malaysia Sdn Bhd.
Tel. 60321814327,
Website: www.daffodil.my
Contact Person
Mr. Ekramul Gani Eco
E-mail: info@daffodil.my

Inhouse Multimedia College
G & M Floor, Bangunan Yee Seng
15 Jln Raja Chulan, 50200
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +9603) 2070-2819, Fax: +(603) 2072-2824
Contact Person
Abdur Rahman
E-mail: rahman@inhouse.edu.my

**International Affairs Bangladesh Office:**
102/1 Shukrabad, Mirpur Road, Dhaka-1207
Tel: +88029138234-5, 9104778-80,
Fax: +88-02 9102417,
Contact Person
Dr. Md. Fokhray Hossain
E-mail: international@daffodilvarsity.edu.bd
He involved himself with lots of challenges while his attachment as the President of Dhaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry (DCCI); President of the Bangladesh Computer Samity (BCS); Member of Prime Minister ICT Task Force; Bangladesh Association of Software and Information Services (BASIS), the Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FBCCI), among others. He has great contributions to Establish ICT Ministry, IT Incubator, BCS Computer City (IDB), among others. He has been awarded CIP (commercially important persons) status from the Bangladesh Government for his contribution to creating employment and the country’s economic growth. His social contributions through Daffodil Foundation (A trust funded by Daffodil) have also been creating lots of scope to eradicate the poverty.

Recently Mr. Khan, in association with Bangladesh Bank, initiated a challenging project to create 2000 new entrepreneurs & published a book titled “Handbook of Entrepreneurship Development” in Presence of the Honorable President of Bangladesh. He also published books, titled, “Uddokta Unnoyon Nirdeshika” (Bengali), “Art of Living” & “A Journey towards Entrepreneurship”. He is the pioneer to establish the concept ‘Art of Living (AOL)’, ‘Change Together’ and ‘Employability 360°’ at the university level. His experience with Kauffman Foundation, Global Entrepreneurship Network (GEN), Child & Youth Finance International (CYFI) has leveraged him to entrepreneurship in the international arena and committed him to establish the Department of Entrepreneurship in university, Venture Capital company, Business Incubator, among others. Mr. Md. Sabur Khan is the Director of World Information Technology and Services Alliance (WITSA) & elected Chairman of Global Trade Committee of WITSA. He plays role in many other international organizations.

His commitment towards the development in the field of business, entrepreneurship, leadership and human resources development have attached him as Visiting Professor with lot of foreign universities from Malaysia, Indonesia, India, Kyrgyzstan, and so on. He has been awarded an honorary professorship from Adam University and honorary Doctorate degree from Naryn State University, Kyrgyzstan. He is also recognized as one of the “Top 10 Business Leader in Asia” (http://top10asia.org/SaburKhan.php). During the past years, lots of prestigious awards and accolades have been conferred to Mr. Khan nationally and internationally for his vision and outstanding contribution, including Prime Minister’s Award for Beautification, World Education Congress Global Award, Global Inclusion Award, MTC Global Outstanding Corporate Award, Asia’s most Inspiring Nation Builder Award, among others.